NEWS RELEASE

NOMINEES ANNOUNCED FOR THE 43RD ANNUAL NEWS & DOCUMENTARY EMMY® AWARDS

Honorees in 64 Categories to be Presented In Two Ceremonies on September 28th & 29th

National Academy will honor Judy Woodruff (News) and Sir David Attenborough (Documentary) with Lifetime Achievement Awards

NEW YORK (July 28, 2022; Revised 9.14.22) – Nominations for the 43rd Annual News and Documentary Emmy® Awards were announced today by The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences (NATAS).

The awards will be presented in two individual ceremonies:

News Categories – Wednesday, September 28th, 2022 at 7:30 p.m. EDT
Documentary Categories – Thursday, September 29th, 2022 at 7:30 p.m. EDT

The News & Documentary Emmy Awards will be presented live at the Palladium Times Square in New York City, and will be streamed live on NATAS’ dedicated viewing platform powered by Vimeo, available on the web at Watch.TheEmmys.TV and via The Emmys® apps for iOS, tvOS, Android, FireTV, and Roku (full list at apps.theemmys.tv).

“At a time when critical, monumental, and world-changing events are more immediately available and accessible than ever before, the work of the journalists and documentarians that bring us the truth of these stories is under tremendous assault. We honor these individuals' courage and excellence of craft that allows each of us to be better informed and understanding of the issues of our day,” said Adam Sharp, NATAS President & CEO.

In addition to celebrating this year’s nominees in 64 categories, the National Academy is proud to honor two giants in the news/documentary world with Lifetime Achievement Awards:
Judy Woodruff, anchor and managing editor, PBS NewsHour for news. She has covered politics and other news for five decades at NBC, CNN and PBS.

Sir David Attenborough, biologist, humanist and filmmaker for documentary. He is one of the world’s leading natural history filmmakers, making many landmark series including Life on Earth, The Blue Planet and Planet Earth.

The 43rd Annual News & Documentary Emmy® Awards honor programming content from more than 2500 submissions that originally premiered in calendar-year 2021, judged by a pool of over 800 peer professionals from across the television and streaming/digital media News & Documentary industry.

The complete list of nominees is also available on the National Television Academy’s website: theemmys.tv

All voting was tabulated by the accounting firm of Lutz & Carr, LLP.

###
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ABOUT NATAS

The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences (NATAS) is a service organization dedicated to the advancement of the arts and sciences of television and the promotion of creative leadership for artistic, educational, and technical achievements within the television industry. It recognizes excellence in television with the coveted
Emmy® Awards for News & Documentary, Sports, and Daytime television programming, as well as achievements in television Technology & Engineering. NATAS membership consists of more than 18,000 broadcast and media professionals represented in 19 regional chapters across the United States. Beyond awards, NATAS provides extensive educational programs through its foundation, including regional and national scholarships and Student Production Awards.

**Categories to be presented on Wednesday, September 28th at the NEWS Event**

*(Please note: Categories subject to change. We will reach out with ticketing information during the week of August 8th.)*

- Category Name

Outstanding Live News Program
Outstanding Recorded News Program
Outstanding Emerging Journalist
Outstanding Live Breaking News Coverage
Outstanding Edited Breaking News Coverage
Outstanding Continuing News Coverage: Short Form
Outstanding Continuing News Coverage: Long Form
Outstanding Soft Feature Story: Short Form
Outstanding Soft Feature Story: Long Form
Outstanding Hard News Feature Story: Short Form
Outstanding Hard News Feature Story: Long Form
Outstanding Investigative News Coverage: Short Form
Outstanding Investigative News Coverage: Long Form
Outstanding Live News Special
Outstanding Recorded News Special
Outstanding News Discussion & Analysis
Outstanding News Discussion & Analysis: Editorial and Opinion
Outstanding Live Interview
Outstanding Edited Interview
Outstanding Science, Technology or Environmental Coverage
Outstanding Health or Medical Coverage
Outstanding Arts, Culture or Entertainment Coverage
Outstanding Business, Consumer or Economic Coverage
Outstanding Crime and Justice Coverage
Best News Coverage—Short Form
Best News Coverage—Long Form
Outstanding News Program in Spanish
Outstanding Journalist in Spanish Language Media
Outstanding Coverage of a Breaking News Story in Spanish
Outstanding Investigative Journalism in Spanish
Outstanding Feature Story in Spanish
Outstanding Writing: News
Outstanding Research: News
Outstanding Direction: News
Outstanding Video Journalism: News
Outstanding Editing: News
Outstanding Graphic Design and Art Direction: News
Outstanding Technical Achievement: News
Outstanding Regional News Story: Spot or Breaking News
Outstanding Regional News Story: Investigative Report
International Emmy for News
International Emmy for Current Affairs

**Categories to be presented on Thursday, September 29**th **at the Documentary Event**

*(Please note: Categories subject to change. We will reach out with ticketing information during the week of August 8th.)*

- **Category Name**

Outstanding Current Affairs Documentary
Outstanding Politics and Government Documentary
Outstanding Social Issue Documentary
Outstanding Investigative Documentary
Outstanding Historical Documentary
Outstanding Arts and Culture Documentary
Outstanding Science and Technology Documentary
Outstanding Nature Documentary
Outstanding Business and Economic Documentary
Outstanding Crime and Justice Documentary
Outstanding Short Documentary
Best Documentary
Outstanding Interactive Media
Outstanding Interactive Media: Innovation
Outstanding Writing: Documentary
Outstanding Research: Documentary
Outstanding Direction: Documentary
Outstanding Cinematography: Documentary
Outstanding Editing: Documentary
Outstanding Graphic Design and Art Direction: Documentary
Outstanding Music Composition
Outstanding Sound
Outstanding Lighting Direction and Scenic Design
Outstanding Promotional Announcement
The numerical breakdown, by media entities, as compiled by the independent accountancy firm of Lutz and Carr, LLP, follows:

**Over-the-Air, Cable, Satellite and Internet Broadcast Nominees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Nominees</th>
<th>Award Recipients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>CNN en Español</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Disney+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Meta Quest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>The Outlaw Ocean Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>The New Yorker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBO</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>AJ+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Geographic</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>AJ Contrast / Al Jazeera Digital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New York Times</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Bloomberg News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>ESPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showtime</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Fuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univision</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>MTV Documentary Films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>NASA TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemundo</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>The New Yorker/PBS:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple TV+</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Oculus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSNBC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Paramount+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>ProPublica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Jazeera International USA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Starz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History Channel</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>The Wall Street Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulu</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProPublica, TIME, Truly CA, Univision Noticias</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>World Channel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Regional Nominees**

*Awards presented in these categories are not Emmy Awards, but rather a form of special national recognition given to outstanding regional news reports. Award recipients in the regional reporting categories receive crystal pillars rather than Emmy statues.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Nominees</th>
<th>Award Recipients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KARE-TV (Minneapolis, MN)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>WBBM-TV (Chicago, IL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDVR-TV (Denver, CO)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>WFAA-TV (Dallas – Fort Worth, TX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNSD-TV (San Diego, CA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>WPLG-TV (Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, FL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNXV-TV (Phoenix, AZ)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>WSVN-TV (Miami, FL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSL 5 TV (Salt Lake City, UT)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>WXIA-TV (Atlanta, GA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAVE 3 (Louisville, KY)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## INDEX OF CATEGORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Page #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Live News Program</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Recorded News Program</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Emerging Journalian</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Live Breaking News Coverage</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Edited Breaking News Coverage</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Continuing News Coverage: Short Form</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Continuing News Coverage: Long Form</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Soft Feature Story: Short Form</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Soft Feature Story: Long Form</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Hard News Feature Story: Short Form</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Hard News Feature Story: Long Form</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Investigative News Coverage: Short Form</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Investigative News Coverage: Long Form</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Live News Special</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Recorded News Special</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding News Discussion &amp; Analysis</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding News Discussion &amp; Analysis: Editorial and Opinion</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Live Interview</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Edited Interview</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Science, Technology or Environmental Coverage</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Health or Medical Coverage</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Arts, Culture or Entertainment Coverage</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Business, Consumer or Economic Coverage</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Crime and Justice Coverage</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best News Coverage—Short Form</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best News Coverage—Long Form</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Current Affairs Documentary</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Politics and Government Documentary</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Social Issue Documentary</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Investigative Documentary</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Historical Documentary</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Arts and Culture Documentary</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Science and Technology Documentary</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Nature Documentary</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Business and Economic Documentary</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Crime and Justice Documentary</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Short Documentary</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Documentary</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding News Program in Spanish</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Journalist in Spanish Language Media</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Coverage of a Breaking News Story in Spanish</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Investigative Journalism in Spanish</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Feature Story in Spanish</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Interactive Media</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Interactive Media: Innovation</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Writing: News</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Research: News</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Direction: News</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Video Journalism: News</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Editing: News</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Graphic Design and Art Direction: News</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Writing: Documentary</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Research: Documentary</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Direction: Documentary</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Cinematography: Documentary</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Editing: Documentary</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Graphic Design and Art Direction: Documentary</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Music Composition</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Sound</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Lighting Direction and Scenic Design</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Technical Achievement: News</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Promotional Announcement</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Regional News Story: Spot or Breaking News</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Regional News Story: Investigative Report</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakdown: By Network, Show, Program, or Segment</td>
<td>165-175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE NOMINATIONS

OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS PROGRAM

ABC World News Tonight with David Muir

ABC

Senior Executive Producer
Almin Karamehmedovic

Senior Executive Editorial Producer
Eric Avram

Senior Producers
Felicia Biberica, Claire Brinberg, Jasmine Brown, Andrew Fies, Enjoli Francis,
Jennifer Metz, Michael Noble, Eric Noll, Brian Reiferson

Senior Broadcast Producer
Christopher Dinan

Coordinating Producers
Clark Bentson, Emily Cohen, Brian Hartman, Christine Rakowsky, Stephanie Wash

Producers
Brandon Baur, Katherine Carroll, Esther Castillejo, Barbara Friedman, Sterphanie Fuerte, Matthew German,
Robert Henault, Kathleen Hendry, Rachel Humphries, Kelly Landrigan, Roger Lee, Michael Mendelsohn, Ani
Mozian Whitney, Molly Nagle, Margaret Patrick, Kristen Red-Horse, Susan Schwartz, Benjamin Siegel, Brianna
Stewart, Gina Sunseri, Sohel Uddin, Edward Wiese

Digital Producer
Mariya Moseley

Associate Producers
Katrina Davis, Alexandra Flinchum, Alyssa Gregory, Jeff Lange, Elissa Nunez, Annie Ochitwa, Caroline Rotante

Operations Producer
Howard Lipow

Meteorologists
Melissa Griffin, Dan Peck

Chief Foreign Correspondent
Ian Pannell

Chief White House Correspondent
Cecilia Vega

Correspondents
Linsey Davis, Stephanie Ramos

Anchor & Managing Editor
David Muir

Directors
David Distinti, Ron Halpern, Robert Vint

Editors
Alex Aleksic, Joe Bennet, John Cooney, Mike Dempsey, Brian Dors, Jose Duran, Patrick Farley, Thomas Fasano,
Andrew Garick, Roy Garlisi, Chris Gavin, Craig Gordon, Andrew Grant, Tom Gubar, Mike Hanna, Chris Hassan,
MacY Jones, Mitch Kress, Brian Laterra, Charlie Marcus, Harold Martinez, Chris Panuzzo, Deborah Radinsky, John E
Tomas, Matt Whitman, Mary Wojcik
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS PROGRAM CONTINUED

ABC World News Tonight with David Muir Continued

Camerapersons
Nicolaas De Blois, Daniel A. Hart, Eric Johnson, John Shanoski, John E Urcioli
Writers
David Bloch, Barbara Clarke, Karen Mooney, John Potratz

Anderson Cooper 360

Executive Producer
Charlie Moore
Senior Producers
Susan Chun, Chuck Hadad, Kerry Rubin, Sean Yates
Senior Broadcast Producer
Kara Kasarjian
Supervising Producer
Jack Gray
Editorial Producer
Sophie Varon
Producers
Marshall Arbitman, Jackson Burke, Kristina Callahan, Anne Clifford, Matthew Ern, John Flowers, Danelle Garcia, Jennifer Griffiths, Nick Johnson, Diane Laposta, Amanda Lee, Elise Miller, Maureen Miller, Kitty O'Keefe, Kari Pricher, Stephen Samaniego, Rachel Schleifstein, Bria Stone
Correspondents
Randi Kaye, Gary Tuchman
Anchor
Anderson Cooper

CBS Mornings / CBS This Morning

Executive Producer
Shawna Thomas
Senior Producers
Sehar Ahmed, Alicia Alford, Brian Bingham, Arden Farhi, Kate Farrell, Pete Gow, Sarah Huisenga, Megan Kamins, Ray McKinney, Gustavo Serrano, Matthew Shelley, Kaci Sokoloff, Megan Walsh Johnson
Senior Broadcast Producer
Jon Tower
Supervising Producers
Bailey Hicks, Lauren Hoenemeyer, Caitlin Pawson, Chris Stover, April Williams
Editorial Producers
Mandy Aracena, Sarah Barth, Virginia Deliagre, Hannah Fraser-Chanpong, Andy Garcia, Erica Scott
Managing Editor
Claudia Milne
Executive Story Editor
Peter Burgess
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS PROGRAM CONTINUED

CBS Mornings / CBS This Morning Continued

Managing Editorial Producer
Jenna Gibson

Field Producers
Charlie Brooks, Alyssa Estrada, Luisa Garcia, Mark Hooper, Costanza Maio, Chris St. Peter, Christine Weicher

Producers

Coordinating Producer
Marty Lebel, Josh Peagler, Jackie Puskas, Bonita Sostre, Becky Van Dercook

Associate Producers
Alexis Bravo, Elisha Brown, Elizabeth Crowley, Erica D'Costa, Gordon Earle, Laura Garrison, Chandler Gould, Cole Grecco, Sofia Grimsguard, Malak Habbak, Nikolaus Heftman, Ashley Hernandez, Ricky Irving, Takahiro Kinoshita, Briana Leverty, Julia Neisloss, Kelly Norris, Kelly Norris, Jessica Opatich, Daisy Perez, Karina Perez, Sammi Rappaport, Kaitlyn Roman, Erin Rosenblum, Tara Ruff, Kaitlyn Smith, Sara Srochi, Giselle Thomas, Michelle Toussaint, Michelle Toussaint, Vida Weisblum, Nyare Williams, Chaiquan Wingfield

Digital Associate Producer
Christian Duran

Editorial Associate Producers
Elizabeth Crowley, Jessica Opatich, Tara Ruff

Digital Producers
Miguel Amaya, Julia Boccango, Erica Brown, Walker Dawson, Justin Hayter, Anisha Jabar, Ash Kalmar, Brandi Kellam, Alex Pena, Anam Siddiq, Nia Stevens

Senior News Editor
Tom Evans

Elections and Surveys Director
Anthony Salvanto

Co-anchors
Nate Burleson, Tony Dokoupil, Gayle King

Chief Investigative Correspondent
Jim Axelrod

Chief Medical Correspondent
Dr. Jon Lapook

Chief White House Correspondent
Nancy Cordes
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS PROGRAM CONTINUED

CBS Mornings / CBS This Morning Continued

Chief National Affairs and Justice Correspondent
Jeff Pegues

Chief Washington Correspondent
Major Garrett

Senior Culture Correspondent
Anthony Mason

Senior Investigative Correspondent
Catherine Herridge

Senior White House and Political Correspondent
Ed O'Keefe

Senior White House Correspondent
Weijia Jiang

Senior Foreign Correspondents
Charlie D’agata, Elizabeth Palmer, Mark Phillips, Holly Williams

Foreign Correspondents
Lucy Craft, Ramy Inocencio, Chris Livesay, Debora Patta, Roxana Saber, Imtiaz Tyab

Congressional Correspondent
Nikole Killion

Consumer Investigative Correspondent
Anna Werner

CBS News Special Correspondent
James Brown

Lead National Correspondent
David Begnaud

National Security Correspondent
David Martin

Senior National and Environmental Correspondent
Ben Tracy

Space Correspondent
Bill Harwood

Transportation Correspondent
Errol Barnett

Correspondents
Nancy Chen, Nikki Battiste, Manuel Bojorquez, Lee Cowan, Adriana Diaz, Jericka Duncan, Vladimir Duthiers, Carter Evans, Dana Jacobson, Mola Lenghi, Lilia Luciano, Michelle Miller, Meg Oliver, Christina Ruffini, Janet Shamlian, Mark Strassmann, Kris Van Cleave, Jonathan Vigliotti, Omar Villafranca, Jamie Wax, Jamie Yuccas

Chief Political Analyst John Dickerson

Business Analyst
Jill Schlesinger

Medical Contributors
Dr. David Agus, Dr. Tara Narula

Senior National Security Contributor
Michael Morell
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS PROGRAM CONTINUED

CBS Mornings / CBS This Morning Continued

**Director**
Shanta Fripp

**Editors**
Carl Amoscato, Martin Bauza, Wes Carlton, Sam Casalino, Debby Chapnick, Brian Cunningham, Daniel Drake, Seth Fox, Lincoln Frost, Alec Gitelman, Derrick Guest, Chris Hassan, Frank Hesketh, Greg Hotsenpiller, Chris Jolly, Tarek Kanaan, Rob Kaplan, Michael Kudlak, Marco Lagana, Catherine Landers, Henry Ledesma, Cath Longbottom, Ben McCormick, Brian McEneny, Jade Moore, Ryan Morris, Gloria Pichhadze, Brian Robbins, Jason Roberts, Nicole Robinson, Angela Rossi, Vincent Ruiz, Gustavo Sampaio, Miri Sformes, Craig Shea, Sebastian Szwonder, Drew Tierney, Kelley Velez, Paul Venus, Rob Vicente, Steve Walker, George Whipple

**Camera/Editor**
Randy Schmidt

**Camerapersons**
Jake Barlow, Abdi Cadani, Michael Comfort, Carlos Cortes, Derek Davis, Gilbert Diez, Meshak Dube, Danny Farkas, Tony Furlow, Brian Fuss, Neil Grasso, Matt Green, Steven Harper, Thorston Hoeflle, Tim Horstman, Darrall Johnson, Paul Lederman, Roger Masterton, Mark Mazariegos, Page McCarty, Wiener Milien, Will Miller, Jr., Terence Nelson, Bart Noonan, Jerry Pedroza, Federico Pucci, Omar Quinonez, Ian Robbie, Dwane Scott, Rob Smolanoff, Andy Stevenson, Matt Tyburski, Victoria Ulloa, Anthony Wood, Kenton Young, Scott Yun, Jim Zurich

**Writers**
Paul Bogosian, Paul Bogosian, Tom Evans, Stewart Kasloff, Roger Keithline, Roger Keithline, Rob Mank, Chai Yu, Chai Yu

**Senior Newswriter**
Rob Mank
The Lead with Jake Tapper

Executive Producer
Federico Quadrani

Senior Producer
Morgan Stoviak

Senior Broadcast Producers
Javier De Diego, Kristin Donnelly

Senior Editorial Producer
Angelica Grimaldi

Supervising Producer
Mike Melia

Editorial Producers
Steven Page, Emily Welch

Producers
Veronica Bautista, Ann Colwell, Courtney Doll, Blake Jones, Haley Muse, Lindsey O’shaughnessy, Charlitta Rodrigues, Haley Sands, Chandler Schlegel, Joe Von Kanel

Associate Producers
Lillian Bautista, Khadean Coombs, Teresita Galarce Crain, Kit Maher, Olanma Mang

Anchor
Jake Tapper

Director
Jose Nunez
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS PROGRAM CONTINUED

NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt

Executive Producers
Meghan Rafferty, Jenn Suozzo

Senior Producers
Kim Cornett, Danielle Dellorto, Michelle Melnick, Matt Pitzer, Janelle Richards, Eric Salzman, Chris Strathmann

Senior Investigative Producer
Kevin Monahan

Supervising Producers
Edward Deitch, Yuka Tachibana

Coordinating Producer
Kristen Powers

Producers
Doug Adams, Doug Adams, Laura Allenbaugh, Jay Blackman, Jason Calabretta, Michelle Cho, Lauren Fairbanks, Mary Godie, Carmen Gonzalez, Alexa Keyes, Kori Lynch, Kendyl Murtaugh, Sarah Ploss, Jackeline Pou, Katie Reimchen, Anna Schecter, Leah Smith, Misha Wee, Shannon Weston

Associate Producers
Elissa Candiotti, Fallon Gallagher, Julia Metjian

Anchor & Managing Editor
Lester Holt

Chief Foreign Correspondent Andrea Mitchell
Investigative Correspondent Courtney Kube

Correspondents
Peter Alexander, Geoff Bennett, Richard Engel, Gabe Gutierrez, Kasie Hunt, Cynthia McFadden, Kerry Sanders, Kristen Welker

Director
Christian Alicea

Editors
Deanna Donovan, Jody Henenfeld, Michael Judge, Margaret Kassner, Tilton McCray, Sharon Pearson, Christopher Pendy, Kirk Reid, Anthony Rudick, Timothy Shelby, Barry Silverman, Thomas Snowden, Terry Toussey, Gabriel Valdes
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS PROGRAM CONTINUED

TODAY

Executive Producer
Tom Mazzairelli

Senior Vice President, TODAY
Libby Leist

Senior Producers
Audrey Beles Grady, Neal Carter, Phil Corsentino, Scott Foster

Senior Broadcast Producer
Pete Breen

Senior Editorial Producers
Roberto Bailey, Karen Trosset

Sr. Executive Producer, Strategic Content
Dana Halle

Senior Booking Producer
Lexi Rudolph

Senior Consumer Producer
Jamie Nguyen

Senior Standards Producer
Steve Thode

Supervising Producer
Steve Didio

Coordinating Producers
Grace Lamb-Atkinson, Carol Marquis, Julmary Zambrano

Correspondent/Producers
Peter Alexander, Jenna Bush Hager, Carson Daly, Dylan Dreyer, Sheinelle Jones, Kristen Welker

Producers
Richard Adams, Rupert Barker, Chapman Bell, Jared Carullo, Evan Chevrier, Margot Cohen, Jared Crawford, Erin Farley, Matthew Galo, Emily Gerard, Teresa Gianotti, Erica Grody Levens, Bill Hatfield, Michael Holleran, Gary Jablonski, Melanie Jackson, Joshua Janiak, Gabe Lamonica, Michele Leone Williams, Bernie Lubell, Melea McCreary, Carter McKay, Christine Morea, Hope Palmer, Molly Palmer, Max Paul, Jim Perez, Amy Perrette, Sara Pines, Robert Powell, Kate Redding, Sean Reis, Lauren Roberts, Kelvin Robinson, Ric Romo, Katie Ryan, Colleen Sanvido, Laura Saravia, Lauren Selsky, Lauren Specter, Jessica Stanton, Don Tsouhnikas, Brian Van Aken, Lucas Vazquez, Caroline Virenius, Ian Wenger

Segment Producers
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Chief Foreign Correspondent
Richard Engel

Editors
Andrew Higgs, Richard Hobson, Maggie Kassner, Richard O'Kelly, Sharon Pearson, Maria Vouza

Cameraperson
Nico Hameon

VICE News Tonight

Battle For Care

Executive Producers
Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Maral Usefi

Senior Producers
Devin Greenleaf, Stacey Sommer

Producers
Roberto Daza, Jaclyn Skurie

Producer / Camera
Hendrik Hinzel

Correspondents
Daniel Ming, Gianna Toboni

Editors
Anne Garrett, David Yager-Reisen

Camerapersons
Michael Lopez, Samuel Stonefield
OUTSTANDING CONTINUING NEWS COVERAGE: SHORT FORM CONTINUED

VICE News Tonight
Haiti: Descent into Chaos

Executive Producer
Nikki Egan, Maral Usefi, Shane Smith, Craig Thomson
Senior Producer
Karishma Vyas
Producers
Jeremy Dupin, Maya Rostowska
Field Producer
Amady John Wesley
Correspondent
Michael Anthony Adams
Editors
Jeb Banegas, Alejandro Soto Goico, Rachel Win
Cinematographer
Samuel Stonefield
Writers
Brian Josephs, Adriane Quinlan, Trey Strange

VICE News Tonight
India's Deadly Delta Wave

Executive Producers
Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Craig Thomson, Maral Usefi
Senior Producer and Correspondent
Karishma Vyas
Producer
Angad Singh
Field Producer and Cameraperson
Ahmer Khan
Associate Producers
Akash Bisht, Gabrielle Caplan, Omar Khan, Jahangir Zaidi
Correspondent
Surabhi Tandon
Editors
Adam Deniston, Kyri Evangelou, Alejandro Soto
Writers
Brian Josephs, Adriane Quinlan
Camerapersons
Supreet Bargi, Siddarth Bokolia, Puneet Sharma
OUTSTANDING CONTINUING NEWS COVERAGE: LONG FORM

20/20
The Life and Legacy of George Floyd

Senior Executive Producer
David Sloan

Executive Producers
Eric Johnson, Janice Johnston

Co-Executive Producers
McKenzie Cat, Melia Patria

Executive Editorial Producer
Chantre Camack

Senior Broadcast Producers
Michaela Dowd, Terri Lichstein

Senior Editorial Producer
Stephanie Wash

Senior Producers
Muriel Pearson, Chandace Smith Chekwa, Robert Zepeda

Editorial Producers
Duan Perrin, Kelley Robinson, Matthew Stone

Coordinating Producers
Sabina Ghebremedhin, Joseph Rhee

Producers
Thomas Berman, Sharon Brathwaite, Ely Brown, Donna Butcher-thorpe, Matthew Cullinan, Joseph Diaz, Scott Engel, William Gallego, Keturah Gray, Valerie Hong, Alison Lynn, Denise Martinez-Ramundo, Marjorie McAfee, Juan Mejia Botero, Muta'ali Muhammad, Michaela Orr, Michaela Rosario, Glenn Ruppel, Keren Schiffman, Taigi Smith, Jeca Taudte, Susan Welsh

Field Producers
Jonathan Balthaser, Chris Kilmer, Briana Stewart

Associate Producers

Correspondents
Janai Norman, Byron Pitts, Pierre Thomas

Editors
Dave Abelson, Tom Behrens, Abhinav Bhat, Jeannine Brown, Gina Caruana, David Chmura, Nick Damiano, Joi De Leon, Janine Feczko, Tine Fields, Joseph Gamez, Mario Gonzales, Andrew Hassell, Jamie Hogan, Scott Levy, Luis Mendizabal, Kozo Okumura, Bruno Pellegrini, Prichard Smith, Denny Thomas, Art Vizthum, Tat Ho Yee, Erik Zimmermann

Writers
Celeste Ball, Ann Reynolds
OUTSTANDING CONTINUING NEWS COVERAGE: LONG FORM CONTINUED

The Fall of Afghanistan

Executive Producers
Thomas Evans, Thomas Evans, Leora Kapelus, Leora Kapelus, Mike McCarthy,
Mike McCarthy, Deborah Rayner, Deborah Rayner, Jeff Zucker
Producers
Najibullah Quraishi, Najibullah Quraishi, Brent Swails, Brent Swails
Correspondent
Clarissa Ward
Photojournalists
Will Bonnett, Will Bonnett, Scott McWhinnie, Scott McWhinnie

VICE News Tonight

Six Weeks: Inside the Texas Abortion Ban

Executive Producers
Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Maral Usefi
Senior Producer
Stacey Sommer
Managing Editor
Leah Feiger
Producer
Gilad Thaler
Correspondent
Carter Sherman
Directors of Photography
Andrew Cagle, Daniel Vergara
Editors
Patrick Mannion, Joseph Matoske, Ace
OUTSTANDING CONTINUING NEWS COVERAGE: LONG FORM CONTINUED

VICE News Tonight
Taliban’s Takeover of Afghanistan

Executive Producers
Beverly Chase, Subrata De, Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Craig Thomson, Maral Usefi
Senior Producers
Robert Booth, Emily Drew, Eric Ortega
Supervising Producer
Adam Desiderio
Field Producers
Aleem Agha, Hamid Mayar, Naseer Rahin
Associate Producers
Andrew Karpinski, Sean Reynolds
Correspondents
Hind Hassan, Seb Walker, Isobel Yeung
Host
Krishna Andavolu
Editors
David Herr, Josh Luddeni, Joe Matoske, Ilaria Polsonetti, Paula Salhany
Cinematographers
Adam Desiderio, Gelareh Kiazand, Javier Monzano, Alessandro Pavone

VICE News Tonight
Yemen: The Forgotten War

Executive Producers
Bev Chase, Subrata De, Shane Smith, Craig Thomson, Maral Usefi
Senior Producer
Sean Stephens
Senior Editorial Producer
Andrew Potter
Producer
Amel Guettatfi
Senior Correspondent and Producer
Isobel Yeung
Field Producer
Ahmed Baidar
Associate Producer
Daniel Plyam
Archival Producer
Nikki Machrone
Editors
Kimmy Gordon, Chris Herde, Victoria Lesiw, Ilaria Polsonetti, Nelson Ryland, Alejandro Soto Goico
Director of Photography
Javier Manzano
OUTSTANDING SOFT FEATURE STORY: SHORT FORM

ABC News Soul of a Nation
Miss Lucille

Executive Producers
Robe Imbriano, Eric Johnson
Senior Producer
Alison Lynn
Executive Editor
Marie Nelson
Editorial Producer
Kelley Robinson
Producer
Susan Welsh
Associate Producer
Jaz Garner
Director
James Adolphus
Editor
Karl Dawson
Director of Photography
Ian McGlocklin
Camerapersons
Sevidije Kastrati, Marshall Rose
Host
Sterling K. Brown

CNN Digital
Running as Equals

Correspondent
Cristina MacFarlane
Field Producers
Brianna Duggan, Jo Shelley
Digital Producers
Sammy Mngqosini, Patrick Sung
Editors
Eliza Anyangwe, Chris Eldergill
Video Editors
Corinne Chin, Oscar Featherston, Beatriz Grimalt
Photojournalists
Li-Lian Ahlskog Hou, Darren Bull, Nick Migwi, Christian Streib
OUTSTANDING SOFT FEATURE STORY: SHORT FORM CONTINUED

CNN Heroes
Shirley Raines

Executive Producer
Mark Doctrow
Senior Producers
Christie O’Reilly, Michelle Genece Patterson
Producer
Allie Torgan
Associate Producers
Julio Gonzalez, Rayna Sims
Editor
James Mazzullo
Cinematographer
Gregg Canes

The Undefeated Presents
Why We Kneel

Executive Producers
Sharon Matthews, Kevin Merida
Managing Editor
Steve Reiss
Coordinating Producer
Rayna Banks
Associate Producers
Jeff Dinicola, Greg Ellis, Nick Waligorski
Reporter
Dwayne Bray
Director
Greg Amante
Editor
Nathan Hogan
Cinematographer
Bill Roach
VICE News Tonight
Deaf in a Pandemic

Executive Producers
Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Maral Usefi
Senior Producers
Jonah Kaplan, Joelle Martinez
Producers
Jika Gonzalez, Jaclyn Skurie
Editor
Anne Garrett
Director of Photography
Jika Gonzalez
Cinematographer
Alex Witkowicz

OUTSTANDING SOFT FEATURE STORY: LONG FORM

20/20
The Babies of 9/11: Twenty Years Later

Executive Producer
Janice Johnston
Senior Executive Producer
David Sloan
Senior Producers
Ann Reynolds, Claire Weinraub
Editorial Producer
Betsy Hill
Producers
Maura Riley Haskell, Abbey Levine, Jennifer Pirone, Glenn Ruppel, Taigi Smith
Field Producers
Maddy Cunningham, Erin Murtha
Digital Producer
Brian Mezerski
Associate Producers
Kaitlin Amoroso, Natalie Cardenas, Acacia Nunes
Additional Producers
Marcia Biggs, Francesa Ferreira, William Gallego, Keturah Gray, Christina Ng, Jeff Schneider
Anchor
Diane Sawyer
Director
Michaela Dowd
OUTSTANDING SOFT FEATURE STORY: LONG FORM

20/20: The Babies of 9/11: Twenty Years Later Continued
Editors
Paulo Bolivar, Jonathan Cordell, Joi De Leon, Gary Falkowitz, Joe Lobianco, Bruno Pellegrini
Cinematographers
Sam Griffin, Dow Haynor, Thomas Krakowiak, Michael Lamara, Sal Malguarnera, Michael Rose
Writer
Kim Powers

48 Hours
What Happened to the Perfect Child?
Executive Producers
Judy Tygard, Susan Zirinsky
Senior Producer
Patti Aronofsky
Producer
Murray Weiss
Field Producer
Gabriella Demirdjian
Associate Producers
Dylan Gordon, Shaheen Tokhi
Correspondent
Troy Roberts
Editors
Joan Adelman, Doreen Schechter, Gary Winter

60 Minutes
The Comeback
Executive Producer
Bill Owens
Executive Editor
Tanya Simon
Producer
Keith Sharman
Field Producer
Mark Hooper
Associate Producer
Kate Morris
Correspondent
Norah O'Donnell
Editor
Sean Kelly
Camerapersons
Sean Healey, Don Lee
OUTSTANDING SOFT FEATURE STORY: LONG FORM

The New York Times Opinion Video
How Life Looks Through My ‘Whale Eyes’

Executive Producer
Adam Ellick

Director
James Robinson

Editor
James Robinson

Associate Producer
Emily Holzknecht

VICE News Tonight
This Family of Black Cowboys Dates Back 5 Generations

Executive Producer
Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Maral Usefi

Senior Producer
Joelle Martinez

Producers
Myles Andrews-Duve, Dina Elshinnawi

Editor
Mark Apicella

Cinematographers
Dan Cain, Jeff Ricker, Sam Stonefield

OUTSTANDING HARD NEWS FEATURE STORY: SHORT FORM

Axum: Journey to a Sacred City

Executive Producers
Leora Kapelus, Mike McCarthy, Deborah Rayner, Dan Wright, Jeff Zucker

Producer
Barbara Arvanitidis

Associate Producers
Gianluca Mezziofiore, Katie Polglase

Correspondent
Nima Elbagir

Editor
Mark Baron

Photojournalist
Alex Platt
Chinese Detective Turned Whistleblower
Reveals Torture Against Uyghurs

Executive Producers
Victoria Eastwood, Ellana Lee

Producers
Nyrola Elima, Zahid Mahmood, Rebecca Wright

Correspondent
Ivan Watson

Editor / Photojournalist
Tom Booth

The Lead with Jake Tapper
9-Year-Old Afghan Sold into Marriage

Executive Producers
Roger Clark, Victoria Eastwood, Victoria Eastwood, Sarita Harilela, Sarita Harilela, Ellana Lee

Executive Producer, The Lead
Federico Quadrani

Senior Producer
Morgan Stoviak

Senior Broadcast Producer
Javier De Diego

Supervising Producer
Mike Melia

Producers
Jadyn Sham, Basir Basir Bina, Ann Colwell

Anchor
Jake Tapper

Correspondent
Anna Coren

Editor
Alex Dicker

Photojournalists
Noor Ahmad Habibi, Abdul Raziq Sediqi, Zabiullah Wafa
OUTSTANDING HARD NEWS FEATURE STORY: SHORT FORM CONTINUED

Searching for the Lost Graves of Louisiana’s Enslaved People

Executive Producers
Nancy Donaldson Gauss, Solana Pyne
Senior Producer
Sameen Amin
Producers
Alexandra Eaton, Christoph Koettl
Associate Producers
Aaron Byrd, Dahlia Kozlowsky
Editor
Victoria Simpson
Cinematographers
Quincy G. Ledbetter, Daniel Waghorne

VICE News Tonight
The Central African Republic Is Enlisting Russians in its War Against Rebels

Executive Producer
Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Craig Thomson, Maral Usefi
Senior Producer
Sean Stephens
Producer
Maeva Bambuck
Field Producer
Moussa Abdoulaye
Correspondent
Julia Steers
Editors
Kimmy Gordon, Joe Matoske, Ilaria Polsonetti
Cinematographer
Orlando De Guzman
Writer
Adriane Quinlan
OUTSTANDING HARD NEWS FEATURE STORY: SHORT FORM CONTINUED

VICE News Tonight
Death Threats: Election Officials Call It Quits

Executive Producer
Nikki Egan, Maral Usefi, Shane Smith

Senior Producers
Ayana Brickhouse, Seb Walker, Brian Wheeler, Todd Zwillich

Producer
Madeleine May

Editors
Kristie Ferriso, Victoria Lesiw

Director of Photography
Ben Bishop

Writer
Neda Toloui-Semnani

OUTSTANDING HARD NEWS FEATURE STORY: LONG FORM

Day of Rage: How Trump Supporters Took the U.S. Capitol

Executive Producers
Nancy Donaldson Gauss, Mark Scheffler

Producers
Stella Cooper, Cora Engelbrecht, Evan Hill, Drew Jordan, Christiaan Triebert, Haley Willis

Associate Producer
Dahlia Kozlowsky

Directors
David Botti, Malachy Browne

Editors
Dmitriy Khavin, Natalie Reneau

Fault Lines
Buried Truths: America’s Indigenous Boarding Schools

Executive Producer
Laila Al-Arian

Associate Producer
Darya Marchenkova

Director
Kavitha Chekuru

Editor
Adrienne Haspel

Cinematographer
Erik Ljung
OUTSTANDING HARD NEWS FEATURE STORY: LONG FORM CONTINUED

NBC News Digital
Southlake: Racial Reckoning in a Texas Suburb

Executive Producers
Catherine Kim, Shalini Sharma
Senior Producers
Marshall Crook, Lindsay Dyner
Producers
Mariana Henninger, Christine Nguyen
Associate Producer
Ala’a Ibrahim
Reporters
Mike Hixenbaugh, Antonia Hylton
Editor
Tate James

‘So They Know We Existed’: Palestinians Film War in Gaza

The New York Times

Executive Producers
Nancy Donaldson Gauss, Solana Pyne
Producer
Soliman Anees Hijjy Senior Producer Hanaan Sarhan
Producer / Cinematographer / Editor
Yousur Al-Hlou
Producer / Editor
Neil Collier
OUTSTANDING HARD NEWS FEATURE STORY: LONG FORM CONTINUED

VICE News Tonight
A Christian Summer Camp's History of Abuse

Executive Producers
Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Maral Usefi
Senior Producers
Kristin Fraser, Joelle Martinez
Managing Editor
Leah Feiger
Producers
Judy Cai, Brennan Cusack
Correspondent
Meena Duerson
Editors
Mark Apicella, Kristie Ferriso
Cinematographers
Brian Dawson, Miasarah Lai
Writer
Adriane Quinlan
Associate Producer Kassidy Dillon

OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE NEWS COVERAGE: SHORT FORM

Anderson Cooper 360
The Lost Children of Xinjiang

Executive Producers
Michael Bass, Victoria Eastwood, Ellana Lee, Jeff Zucker
Senior Producers
Steven Jiang, Rebecca Wright
Producers
Valentina Di Donato, Enwer Erdem, Lily Lee, Mylene Ludgate, Yong Xiong
Correspondent
David Culver
Editor
Oscar Featherston
Photojournalists
Allessandro Gentile, Malcolm Ludgate, Brian Marleau, Justin Robertson
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE NEWS COVERAGE: SHORT FORM CONTINUED

CBS Evening News with Norah O'Donnell
Norah O'Donnell Investigates: A Silent Epidemic in the U.S. Military

Executive Director of Investigations
Len Tepper
Executive Story Editor
Adam Verdugo
Investigative Producer
Kristin Steve
Producers
Jenna Gibson, Julie Morse
Associate Producer
Olivia Rinaldi
Anchor & Managing Editor
Norah O'Donnell
Editor
Wini Dini
Director of Photography
Chris Albert
Cameraperson
Sean Healey

CBS Mornings and CBS Evening News
Seatback Collapse

Executive Producers
Al Ortiz, Shawna Thomas
Senior Investigative Producer
Pat Milton
Senior Producers
Peter Burgess, Kathryn Farrell, Brian Gottlieb
Executive Director of Investigations
Len Tepper
Investigative Producer
Megan Towey
Producer/Editor
Greg Hotsenpiller
Correspondent
Kris Van Cleave
Ethiopia: Exposing the Hallmarks of a Genocide

Executive Producers
Michael Bass, Michael Bass, Leora Kapelus, Mike McCarthy, Deborah Rayner, Dan Wright
Producer
Barbara Arvanitidis
Associate Producers
Bethlehem Feleke, Gianluca Mezziofiore, Katie Polglase
Correspondents
Nima Elbagir, Jeff Zucker
Editors
Mark Baron, Oscar Featherstone
Photojournalist
Alex Platt

How a U.S. Drone Strike Killed the Wrong Person

Executive Producers
Nancy Donaldson Gauss, Mark Scheffler
Senior Producer
Whitney Hurst
Producers
Matthieu Aikins, Evan Hill, Drew Jordan, Christoph Koettl
Reporter
Eric Schmitt
Editor
Ainara Tiefenthäler
Director of Cinematography
Singeli Agnew
Camerapersons
Jordan Bryon, Jim Huylebrook
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE NEWS COVERAGE: LONG FORM

60 Minutes
Handcuffed to the Truth
Executive Producer
Bill Owens
Executive Editor
Tanya Simon
Producer
Nicole Young
Co-Producer
Katie Kerbstat Jacobson
Associate Producer
Ian Flickinger
Correspondent
Scott Pelley
Editor
Jorge Garcia
Camerapersons
Christopher Albert, Dan Bussell, Don Lee

Fault Lines
Unrelinquished: When Abusers Keep Their Guns
Executive Producers
Laila Al-Arian, Amanda Pike
Executive Editor
Andrew Donohue
Editor At Large
Esther Kaplan
Editor/Co-Producer
Adrienne Haspel
Features Editor
Nina Martin
Editor in Chief
Sumi Aggarwal
Director/Producer
Amina Waheed
Reporter/Co-Producer
Jennifer Gollan
Consulting Producer
Katharine Mieszkowski
Associate Producer
Darya Marchenkova
Digital Editor
Narda Zacchino
Cinematographer
Joel Van Haren
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE NEWS COVERAGE: LONG FORM CONTINUED

FRONTLINE and BBC Arabic
Yemen's COVID Cover-Up

Executive Producers
Raney Aronson-Rath, Monica Garnsey

Managing Editor
Andrew Metz

Senior Producer
Dan Edge

Producer / Director / Correspondent
Nawal Al-Maghafi

Producer
Sara Obeidat

TV Documentaries Editor
Christopher Mitchell

Executive Editor
Tim Awford

Producer / Editor
Gary Beelders

FRONTLINE In Partnership with the International PBS
Consortium of Investigative Journalists
Pandora Papers

Executive Producer
Raney Aronson-Rath

Managing Editors
Andrew Metz, Fergus Shiel

Senior Producer
Eamonn Matthews

Director / Producer
James Oliver

Director
Gerard Ryle

Producers
Evan Williams, Charlie Young

Associate Producer
Rory Tinman

Senior Reporter
Will Fitzgibbon
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE NEWS COVERAGE: LONG FORM CONTINUED

Nightline
Blindsided

Senior Executive Producer, Investigative Unit
Chris Vlasto
Executive Producer, Investigative Unit
Cindy Galli
Executive Producer, Nightline
Eman Varroqua
Investigative Producers Pete Madden, Cho Park
Senior Producers
Jasmine Brown, Karin Weinberg
Producers
Lauren Dimundo, Stephanie Fasano, Deborah Kim, Jake Lefferman, Stephanie Lorenzo, Marjorie McAfee, Ozren Milharcic, Lissette Rodriguez, Knez Walker
Field Producer
Max Brodsky
Associate Producer
Halley Freger
Correspondents
Terry Moran, Ryan Smith
Editors
Alessandro Barnett, Mike Darlington, Roy Garlisi, Michael Hanna, MacY Jones, Frankie Moloney, Bruno Pellegrini, Rob Romas, Neil Sass, Mara Wollong

The Source
The Shockwave

Executive Producers
Subrata De, Mat Skene
Senior Producer
Amanda Pisetzner
Supervising Producer
Gemma Jordan
Field Producer
Jawad Rizkallah
Correspondent
Lama Al Arian
Director
Paula Neudorf
Editor
Karim Lopez
Cinematographer
Benjamin Foley
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS SPECIAL

ABC News Live
Mission to Mars, Live!

Senior Executive Producer
Justin Dial

Executive Producers
Katie Den Daas, John Green, Catherine McKenzie

Producers
Sarah Barker, Taryn Hartman, John Klarl, John Palacio, Cezanne Panton, Ayanna Sinclair, Matt Sprouse, Gina Sunseri

Coordinating Producers
Matthew Claiborne, Michael Huberman, Kyle McKenzie, Beth Mullen, Lauren Putrino

Senior Director
Mike Kavanaugh

Correspondents
Gio Benitez, Ginger Zee

Anchors
Eva Pilgrim, Will Reeve

Editors
Mike Dempsey, Jose Duran, Patrick Farley, Joe Gamez, Lauren Giordano, Michael Hanna, Brian Laterra, Mara Wollong, Michael Yorkes

Camerapersons
Robert Bellairs, Robert Feder, Dan Hart, Eric Johnson, Patrick Johnson, Chris Komives, Edgar Llamas, John Urciolli

ABC News Special Events

ABC
9/11 - Twenty Years Later - America Remembers

Senior Executive Producer
Marc Burstein

Senior Producers
Julie Aleman, Hal Aronow-Theil, Greg Croft, Jon Garcia, Tamar Gargle, Ricki Goldberg, Matt Hosford, Josh Margolin, Cat McKenzie, Drew Millhon, Andrea Owen

Senior Editorial Producers
Desiree Adib, Nancy Gabriner

Coordinating Producers
Yoni Mintz, Lauren Putrino

Producers
Dave Bloch, Carlos Boettcher, Andy Bowley, Mara Bush, Esther Castillejo, Nicole Curtis, Chris Donato, Jack Feely, Andy Fies, Davi Merchán, Molly Nagle, Acacia Nunes, Katie O'Brien, Matt Seyler, Jason Volack, Kelsey Walsh

Anchors
Linsey Davis, David Muir, Robin Roberts, Diane Sawyer
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS SPECIAL CONTINUED

ABC News Special Events: 9/11 - Twenty Years Later - America Remembers Continued

Correspondents
Trevor Ault, Juju Chang, Ike Ejiochi, Jon Karl, Aaron Katersky, Terry Moran,
Terry Moran, Ian Pannell, Byron Pitts, Martha Raddatz, Pierre Thomas, Cecilia Vega

Director
Dave Distinti

Camerapersons
Akram Abi-Hanna, Bob Brant, Kenny Chow, Ed Fabry, Daniel Hart, Michael Iannuzzi,
Paul Jennings, Patrick Johnson, Tommy Krawkowiak, Michael Lamarra, Brian Leary, Danny O'Shea

ABC News Special Events
The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden Jr.

Senior Executive Producer
Marc Burstein

Executive Producer
David Reiter
Walsh, Alisa Wiersema, Alisa Wiersema, Toni Wilson, Cher Windham

Executive Editorial Producer
Chris Donovan

Senior Producers
Julie Aleman, Hal Aronow-Theil, Katie Dendaas, Justin Fischel, Wendy Fisher, Jon Garcia, Tamar Gargle, Ricki Goldberg, David Hatcher, Matt Hosford, Kendall Karson, Rick Klien, Michael Kreisel, Drew Millhon, Andrea Owen, Maryalice Parks, Jordyn Phelps, John Santucci, Chris Vlasto

Senior Editorial Producers
Desiree Adib, Nancy Gabriner, John Santucci

Coordinating Producers
Yoni Mintz, Lauren Putrino, Trish Turner

Producers
Scott Allmond, Luke Barr, Delano Bell, Benjamin Bell, Damon Bennett, David Bloch, Carlos Boettcher, Jen Bost, Ely Brown, Lucien Bruggeman, Perita Carpenter, Esther Castillejo, Jeff Cook, Kirstyn Crawford, Shannon Crawford, Greg Croft, Meg Cunningham, Jack Date, Alexandra Dukakis, Glenn Elvington, Katherine Faulders, Katherine Faulders, Sean Finn, Armando Garcia, Ben Gittleson, Ben Gittleson, Justin Gomez, Averi Harper, Cheyenne Hasslett, Josh Hoyos, Eric Jackson, Will Jester, Mae Joo, Mariam Khan, Soorin Kim, Sarah Kolvinosky, Lauren Lantry, Mike Levine, Nate Luna, Amanda Maile, Amanda Malin, Davi Merch an, Davone Morales, Molly Nagle, Pat O'Gara, John Parkinson, Allie Pecorin, Becky Perlow, Becky Perlow, Sasha Pezenik, Jordyn Phelps, Jason Radke, Olivia Rubin, Quinn Scanlan, Matt Seyler, Sarah Shales, Ben Siegel, Ben Siu, Cindy Smith, Alex Staherski, Will Steakin, Will Steakin, Michelle Stoddart, Ed Stoffel, Sam Sweeney, Elizabeth Thomas, Matthew Vann, Matthew Vann, John Verhovek, Kelsey

Chief Anchor
George Stephanopoulos
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS SPECIAL CONTINUED

ABC News Special Events: The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden Jr. Continued

Anchors
Linsey Davis, David Muir, Robin Roberts, Michael Strahan

Correspondents
Faith Abubey, Dr. Jen Ashton, Gio Benitez, Gio Benitez, Mary Bruce, Mary Bruce, Matt Gutman, Matt Gutman, T.J. Holmes, Rebecca Jarvis, Jonathan Karl, Aaron Katersky, Tom Llamas, Eva Pilgrim, Martha Raddatz, Deborah Roberts, Rachel Scott, Piere Thomas, Cecilia Vega

Directors
Dave Distinti, Debbie Tally

Camerapersons
Sue Blasberg, David Chaytor, Steve Cocklin, Michael Danisi, Nick Davis, Paul Dougerty, Jeff Eargle, Robert Feder, Bradley Fulton, John Gernand, Nick Grenier, Sam Griffin, Daniel Hart, Mike Iannuzi, Paul Jennings, Bill Jensen, Peder Jessen, Jamie Kartes, George Montanez, Dick Norling, Chris Plater, Gary Rafuse, Tiffany Rosborough, Deena Sheldon, Ena Suto, Dale West, Scott Winters, Ted Yasi, Joey Ybarra, Jeffrey Zachary

The 15th Annual CNN Heroes All-Star Tribute

Executive Producer
Mark Doctrow

Broadcast Executive Producer
Sara Rudolph

Senior Producer
Michelle Genece Patterson, Christie O'Reilly

Senior Producers, Special Events
Susan Huang, Kara Manry, Emily Rust

Producer, Special Events
Sara Turnbull

Producers
Meghan Dunn, Laura Klairmont, Kathleen Toner, Allie Torgan

Talent Producers
Liz Belanger Mcgarvey, Kristen Patterson Terry, Allie Torgan

Digital Producer
Gabriel Kinder

Associate Producer
Rayna Sims

Hosts
Anderson Cooper, Kelly Ripa

Director
Brett Kelly

Editors
Ross Helman, Evan Lazarowitz, James Mazzullo, Liz Sabagh

Writer
Wendy Button
OUTSTANDING LIVE NEWS SPECIAL CONTINUED

Deadline | White House  MSNBC
Lives Well Lived

Executive Producer
Patrick Burkey

Senior Producers
Katherine Brinn, Court Harson, Querry Robinson, Casey Schaeffer

Producers
Kelly Betts, William O'Donnell, Katie Reimchen, Paul Rodrigues, Marci Santiago, Sarah Schultz

Segment Producers
Ayan Chatterjee, Regina Donizetti, Anne Gimbel, Sarah Lazar, Brian Walsh

Line Producer
Kristian Monroe

Associate Producers
Sarah Durlofsky, Molly Eisner, Delia Hayes, Michael Roberts, Hayley Ross

Tape Producer
Ivona Budimova

Host
Nicolle Wallace

Correspondent
Chris Jansing

Director
Geoffrey Hoffman

Editor
Barry Spitzer

Camerapersons
Kareem McKelvey, Samuel Ortiz
OUTSTANDING RECORDED NEWS SPECIAL

60 Minutes
9/11: The FDNY

Executive Producer
Bill Owens
Executive Editor
Tanya Simon
Producer
Maria Gavrilovic
Associate Producers
Tadd J. Lascari, Alex Ortiz
Correspondent
Scott Pelley
Editors
Peter Berman, April Wilson
Camerapersons
Tom Fahey, Rich White

ABC News Soul of a Nation
Juneteenth: Together We Triumph

Executive Producer
Eric Johnson
Co-Executive Producer
Cat McKenzie
Senior Producers
Erin Brady, Jasmine Brown, Joseph Diaz, Alison Lynn, Candace Smith Chekwa, Audrey Taylor, Robert Zepeda
Executive Editorial Producers
Chantre Camack, Chris Donovan
Senior Development Producer
Melia Patria
Executive Editor
Marie Nelson
Senior Broadcast Producer
Michaela Dowd
Senior Editorial Producer
Stephanie Wash
Supervising Producer
Andy Genovese
Coordinating Producers
Ely Brown, Sabina Ghebremedhin, Katie Kastens
Coordinating Entertainment Producer
Monica Escobedo
OUTSTANDING RECORDED NEWS SPECIAL CONTINUED

ABC News Soul of a Nation: Juneteenth: Together We Triumph Continued

Producers
Sharon Brathwaite, Lakeia Brown, Donna Butcher-Thorpe, Matthew Cullinan, Monica Delarosa, William Gallego, Alan B. Goldberg, Marie Hegwood, Jessica Hopper, Margie Merritt, Mut'a'ali Muhammad, Michael Orr, Angela Williams

Field Producers
Briana Stewart, Maria Villalobos

Line Producer
Ambre Thompson

Associate Producers
Victoria Ballinger, Kennedey Bell, Jaz Garner, Ayanna Gill, Mya Green, Alyssa Gregory, Emily Kohlberg, Henry Lievsay, Kandis Mascal, Jahmia Phillips, Gabriel Rivera, Ayanna A. Sinclair

Correspondents
Linsey Davis, Zachary Kiesch, Kenneth Moton, Janai Norman, Steve Osunsami, Deborah Roberts, Michael Strahan

Director
Tine Fields

Editors
Lauren Beck, Abhinav Bhat, Jeannine Brown, Ted Eckel, Gary Falkowitz, Janine Feczko, Robert Ferrari II, Joe Gamez, Matt Griffin, Andrew Hassell, Keith Krimbel, Luis Mendizabal, Eric Modena, Adam Siegel, Art Vithum, Erik Zimmerman

Editorial Producers
Cleopatra Andreadis, Eric Jones, Duan Perrin

Writer
Celeste Ball

Camerapersons
Eric Coughlin, Jeff Freeman, Bradley Fulton, Bryan Gentry, Max J. Miller, Stephen Mucci, Ian Saladyga, Pete Zappulla

ABC News Soul of a Nation

Reckonings

Executive Producer
Robe Imbriano

Senior Producers
Jennifer Joseph, Melia Patria

Senior Broadcast Producer
Michaela Dowd

Senior Editorial Producers
Eliana Larramendia, Stephanie Wash

Executive Editor
Marie Nelson

Executive Editorial Producer
Chantre Camack
OUTSTANDING RECORDED NEWS SPECIAL CONTINUED

ABC News Soul of a Nation: Reckonings Continued

Editorial Producers
Cleopatra Andreadis, Sabina Ghebremedhin, Betsy Hill, Eric Jones, Victor Ordonez, Kelley Robinson

Supervising Producer
Andy Genovese

Coordinating Entertainment Producer
Monica Escobedo

Series Coordinator
Emily Kohlberg

Series Editor
Tine Fields

Producers
Sharon Brathwaite, Ashley Brown, Ely Brown, Emilie De Sainte Maresville, Monica Delarosa, Valerie Hong, Michael Orr, Tonya Simpson

Line Producer
Paul Jarrett

Associate Producers
Oliver Agger, Ruby Fludzinski, Jaz Garner, Margie Merritt, Marcus Mewborn

Correspondents
Adrienne Bankert, Byron Pitts, Pierre Thomas

Host
Sunny Hostin

Director
James Adolphus

Director of Photography
Ian McGlocklin

Editors
Paulo Bolivar, Nick Damiano, Patrick Farley, Joe Gamez, Keith Krimbel, Scott A. Levy, Bruno Pellegrini, Jason Pollard, Denny Thomas

Camerapersons
Bradley Fulton, Dave Gorn, Brian Hollars, Jason Joseffer, Sevdije Kastrati, Marshall Rose, Ian Saladyga, Anthony Smith
OUTSTANDING RECORDED NEWS SPECIAL CONTINUED

CBS Sunday Morning

Behind the Badge

Executive Producer
Rand Morrison

Senior Producers
Ed Forgotson, Ramon Parkins

Senior Broadcast Producer
Amy Rosner

Executive Editor
Jason Sacca

Editorial Producer
Cathy Lewis

Broadcast Producers
Jon Carras, Alan Golds

Planning Producer
Robin Sanders

Coordinating Producer
Larry Elardo

Senior Digital Producer
Roman Feeser

Producers
Mikaela Bufano, Deirdre Cohen, Gabriel Falcon, Jessica Frank, John Goodwin, Mark Hudspeth, Richard Huff,
Michelle Kessel, Brian Lapreziosa, David S. Morgan, Aria Shavelson

Booking Producer
Emily Lazar

Associate Producers
Robert Marston, Juan Torres-Falcon

Producer/Editors
Lauren Barnello, David Bhagat, Chad Cardin, Joseph L. Frandino, Ed Givnish,
Remington Korper, Mike Levine, Ben McCormick, George Pozderec, Brian Robbins, Carol A. Ross, Randy Schmidt,
Emanuele Secci, Steven Tyler

Senior Contributing Correspondent
Ted Koppel

Contributing Commentators
Mona Hardin, Emilio J. Miyares Contributing

Correspondents
John Blackstone, Lucy Craft, Mark Whitaker

Anchor
Jane Pauley

Correspondents
Lee Cowan, Seth Doane, Steve Hartman

Director
Nora Gerard

Camerapersons
Mike Hernandez, Efrain Robles

CBS
OUTSTANDING RECORDED NEWS SPECIAL CONTINUED

Return of the Taliban: A VICE News Special Report

Executive Producers
Beverly Chase, Adam Desiderio, De Subrata, Craig Thomson

Senior Producers
Amel Guettatfi, Hind Hassan, Ben Solomon, Seb Walker, Isobel Yeung

Supervising Producers
Amanda Pisetzn, Ani Ucar, Gregory Wright

Producers
Belle Cushing, Joe Hill, Hendrik Hinzel, Madeleine May, Stacey Nagglar, Jesse Saidman, Ana Sebescen

Local Producers
Aleem Agha, Arif Asian, Zeynep Bilginsoy, Hamid Mayer, Naseer Rahin, Sharif Sharaf

Archival Producers
Elaina Demeyere, Svetana Diorenko, Celeste Erlander, Emily Gibson, Lia Jusino, Nikki MacHrone, Emlia Mello, Christopher Platt, Lindsey Schneider

Associate Producers
Andrew Karpinski, Katy Sheward

Producers/Directors of Photography
Gelareh Kiazand, Tarek Turkey

Supervising Producer/Editor
Paula Salhany

Editors
Patrick Mannion, Joe Matoske ACE, Andrew Pattison Ace, Ilaria Polsonette

Directors of Photography
Daniel Bateman, Adam Desiderio, Ben Foley, Javier Manzano

Supervising Writer
Neda Toloui-Semnani
OUTSTANDING NEWS DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS

CBS News Face the Nation

Afghanistan’s Collapse

Executive Producer
Mary Hager

Senior Producers
Anne Hsu, Avery Miller

Supervising Producer
Deanna Fry

Producers
Shani Benezra, Elizabeth Campbell, Richard Escobedo, Olivia Gazis, Carol Joynt, Brian Lapreziosa, Kelsey Micklas, Jake Miller, Christina Ruffini, Camilla Schick, Mary Walsh, Ellee Watson

Moderator
Margaret Brennan

Correspondent
David Martin

Director
Shelly Schwartz

Editors
Mark Betancourt, Michael Jackson, Matt Jeffries, Bob Kanner

Camerapersons
Dan Connelly, AJj Johnson, Henry Joseph, Steve McClemons

CBS News Face the Nation

Dr. Deborah Birx: A COVID Autopsy

Executive Producer
Mary Hager

Senior Producer
Anne Hsu

Producers
Shani Benezra, Elizabeth Campbell, Richard Escobedo, Carol Joynt, Brian Lapreziosa, Kelsey Micklas, Jake Miller

Moderator
Margaret Brennan

Director
Shelly Schwartz

Editors
Dave Bentley, Michael Jackson, Matt Jeffries

Camerapersons
Chris Albert, Sean Healey
OUTSTANDING NEWS DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS CONTINUED

The Circus: Inside the Greatest Political Show on Earth

Reigning Chaos

Showtime

Executive Producers
Ted Bourne, Ken Druckerman, John Heilemann, Tom Johnson, Mark McKinnon, Banks Tarver, Alex Wagner, Siobhan Walshe
Senior Producers
Joshua Chaffee, Samantha Feltus, Arash Ghadishah, Gina Nemirofsky, Andrea Purse, Emma Salo, Olivia Snyder-Spak
Supervising Producers
Laurye Blackford, Jane Jo, Benji Kast
Producers
Matt Kenny, Jess Mabli, Lucas Mumford, Kevin Vargas, Katharine Vazquez
Supervising Editors
Charles Divak, Evan Wise
Host
Jennifer Palmieri Line Producer Stuart Fero
Editors
Barry Blaschke, Michelle Brundige, Stefanie Maridueña
Directors of Photography
Michael F. Cormier, Andrew Dunn, Jeremy Gould, Seth Marshall, Patrick Morrissey

A Fareed Zakaria Special

A Radical Rebellion: The Transformation of the GOP

CNN

Executive Producer
Liza McGuirk
Producers
Zachary Leja, Diane Beasley, Dan Logan, Tal Trachtman Alroy
Associate Producers
Nicholas Accinelli, Jenny Friedland
Host
Fareed Zakaria
Editors
Evan Lazarowitz, Quentin Dunn, Kent Healey, Ross Helman, Zef Pakhomov, Elizabeth Sabagh, Eric Zembrzuski
Photojournalists
Gregg Cannes, Steve Coppin, Bob Crowley, Neil Hallsworth, Walter Imparato, Leon Jobe, Steve MacHalek, Chris Turner, Taka Yokoyama
OUTSTANDING NEWS DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS CONTINUED

Meet the Press
Schools, America & Race

Executive Producer
John Reiss
Senior Producer
Lauren McCulloch
Senior Broadcast Producer
Sarah Blackwill
Senior Digital Producer
Matt Rivera
Producers
Emily Berk, Justice Gilpin Green, Emily Gold, Ilana Marcus Drimmer, Alexis Saunders
Associate Producers
Sarah Dean, Kailey Wasserman
Moderator
Chuck Todd
Correspondent
Antonia Hylton
Director
Sarah Carlson Brooke
Editors
Kyra Coffie, Thibaut Rigeot

This Week with George Stephanopoulos
Capitol Insurrection

Executive Producer
Dax Tejera
Senior Investigative Reporter
Aaron Katersky
Executive Editorial Producer
Chris Donovan
Supervising Producer
Kendall Heath
Coordinating Producer
Jack Date, Mae Joo
Producers
Mitch Alva, Sarah Herndon, Freda Kahan-Kashi, Mary Marsh, Kelly McCoy
Anchors
Jonathan Karl, Martha Raddatz, George Stephanopoulos
Senior White House Correspondent
Mary Bruce
OUTSTANDING NEWS DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS CONTINUED

This Week with George Stephanopoulos: Capitol Insurrection Continued

Chief Investigative Correspondent
Pierre Thomas Coordinating Producer Jack Date, Mae Joo
Mike Allen, Rudy Blyden, Dave Canady, Dave Parr, Tanya Roche

Chief Investigative Reporter
Josh Margolin Graphic Artist Steve Bottorff

Director
Eric Siegel

Editors
Rudy Blyden, Dave Canady, Tanya Roche, Dave Parr

OUTSTANDING NEWS ANALYSIS: EDITORIAL AND OPINION

Amanpour
60 Years Ago, We Saw the Face of Evil

Executive Producer
Gena Somra

Executive Producer, Amanpour
Anabel Archer

Coordinating Producer
Ajj Davis

Producers
Elie Honig, Farhad Shadravan, Gena Somra

Field Producer
Amir Tal

Anchor
Christiane Amanpour

Correspondent
Elie Honig

Editors
Andre Murphy, Andre Murphy

Photojournalists
Thomas Jurek, Freddy Wheeler

CNN
OUTSTANDING NEWS ANALYSIS: EDITORIAL AND OPINION CONTINUED

The New York Times Opinion Video
The New York Times
Blue States, You're the Problem

Executive Producer
Adam Ellick
Senior Producer
Jonah Kessel
Producer
Johnny Harris
Associate Producer
Emily Holzknecht
Reporter
Binyamin Appelbaum
Editor
Parjanya Holtz

The New York Times Opinion Video
The New York Times
Dying in the Name of Vaccine Freedom

Executive Producer
Adam Ellick
Senior Producers
Andrew Blackwell, Jonah Kessel
Producer
Lucy King
Field Producer
Alexander Stockton
Associate Producer
Emily Holzknecht
Editor
Adam Saewitz
Cinematographer
Brian Dawson

The New York Times Opinion Video
The New York Times
Humanity Has Not Yet Failed (Featuring Greta Thunberg)

Executive Producers
Adam Ellick, Diana Holtzberg
Co-Producers
Malcolm Francis, Hypatia Porter
Directors
Jared P. Scott, Norma V. Toraya
OUTSTANDING NEWS ANALYSIS: EDITORIAL AND OPINION CONTINUED

The New York Times Opinion Video
I’m a Trans Runner Struggling to Compete Fairly

Executive Producer
Adam Ellick

Senior Producers
Jonah Kessel, Japhet Weeks

Producer
Lindsay Crouse

Associate Producer
Emily Holzknecht

Producer / Editor
Taige Jensen

Cinematographer
Adam Wolffbrandt

OUTSTANDING LIVE INTERVIEW

ABC News Live Prime
Unvaccinated: A Cautionary Covid Tale

Executive Producer
Seniboye Tienabeso

Senior Producer
Jon Schlosberg

Producer
Ashley Schwartz Lavares

Associate Producer
Penelope Lopez

Anchor
Linsey Davis

Don Lemon Tonight
Exclusive Interview with Officer Michael Fanone

Executive Producer
Maria Spinella

Senior Producer
Elissa Weldon

Senior Broadcast Producer
Phillipa Holland
OUTSTANDING LIVE INTERVIEW CONTINUED

Don Lemon Tonight: Exclusive Interview with Officer Michael Fanone Continued

Senior Editorial Producer
Rachel Burstein Parks

Supervising Producer
Sandi Cohen

Producers
Nicholas Best, Elizabeth Grodd, Zachary Slater

Associate Producer
Rachel Bowman

Anchor
Don Lemon

Directors
Daniel Figueroa, Sean Strauss

Editor/Producer
Sam Meyer

Photojournalist
David Brooks

Senior Writer
Susan Lay

MSNBC Reports
Jacob Soboroff: Live in Haiti with Migrants Expelled to Danger by U.S.

Executive Producers
Betsy Korona, Aaron Volkman

Senior Producers
Aarne Heikkila, Kerrie Wudyka

Field Producers
Mitchell Koss, Handy Tibert

Correspondent
Jacob Soboroff

Anchor
Geoff Bennett

Cameraperson
JB Rutagarama
OUTSTANDING LIVE INTERVIEW CONTINUED

The New York Times DealBook Summit: One-on-One with Adam Neumann

Executive Producers
Rebecca Blumenstein, Kate Carrington, Gwynne Wardrop, Elizabeth Weinstein

Series Producers
Caroline Brunelle, Claudine Hutton

Coordinating Producers
Kelsey Fowler, Haley Knapp

Host and Series Producer
Andrew Ross Sorkin

Associate Producer
Carmen Ingerman

Additional Reporting
Neal E. Boudette, Michael J. De La Merced, Stephen Gandel, Lauren Hirsch, Ephrat Livini

Editors
Kendall Rumph, Milton Walker

State of the Union
A Congressman’s Final Words: Jake Tapper Speaks to Rep. Paul Mitchell on his Deathbed

Executive Producer
Abigail Crutchfield

Senior Producer
Ryan Struyk

Senior Editorial Producer
Polson Kanneth

Supervising Producer
Rachel Streitfeld

Editorial Producer
Cassie McNamara

Producer
Greg Hughes

Video Producer
Ann Parangot

Anchor
Jake Tapper

Director
Justin Mcclimans

Editor
Jack Alger
OUTSTANDING LIVE INTERVIEW CONTINUED

State of the Union
Dealing with Tragedy: Jake Tapper Interviews
Rep. Jamie Raskin After Son's Death and January 6"

Executive Producer
Abigail Crutchfield
Senior Producer
Ryan Struyk
Senior Editorial Producer
Polson Kanneth
Supervising Producer
Rachel Streitfeld
Editorial Producer
Cassie McNamara
Producer
Greg Hughes
Video Producer
Ann Parangot
Anchor
Jake Tapper
Director
Jose Nuñez
OUTSTANDING EDITED INTERVIEW

20/20
Escape from a House of Horror
Senior Executive Producer
David Sloan
Executive Producer
Janice Johnston
Senior Producers
Tess Scott, Jenny Wagnon Courts, Claire Weinraub
Senior Broadcast Producer
Christina Ng
Senior Editorial Producer
Mark Robertson
Editorial Producers
Allison Weiner
Producers
Alex Hosenball, Brian Mezerski, Kate Muldowney, John Santucci, Susan Welsh, Susan Welsh
Associate Producers
Rebecca Blomgren, Arielle Mitropoulos, Erin Murtha, Acacia Nunes, Olivia Rubin
Chief Investigative Reporter
Josh Margolin
Correspondent
David Scott
Anchor
Diane Sawyer
Editors
Cinematographers
Geoff Broughton, Glenn Ebow, Chris Komives, Edgar Llamas, Jean Claude Malet

60 Minutes
The Facebook Whistleblower
Executive Editor
Tanya Simon
Executive Producer
Bill Owens
Producers
Maria Gavrilovic, Alex Ortiz
Correspondent
Scott Pelley
Editor
Michael Mongulla
Camerapersons
Rob Fortunato, Don Lee
OUTSTANDING EDITED INTERVIEW CONTINUED

ABC News Soul of a Nation
Harry Dunn: Capitol Police Officer

Executive Producers
Robe Imbriano, Eric Johnson
Senior Producer
Melia Patria
Executive Editor
Marie Nelson
Editorial Producer
Victor Ordonez
Producers
Ely Brown, Tonya Simpson Senior Editorial Producer Eliana Larramendia
Associate Producers
Oliver Agger, Marcus Mewborne
Correspondent
Pierre Thomas
Director of Photography
Ian McGlocklin
Editors
Keith Krimbel, Jason Pollard
Camerapersons
Tim Persinko, Antony Smith

ABC News Special
Alec Baldwin Unscripted

Senior Executive Producer
Roxanna Sherwood
Executive Producer
Jennifer Joseph
Senior Producers
Gail Deutsch, Wendy Krantz
Senior Broadcast Producer
Eamon McNiff
Executive Editorial Producer
Chris Donovan
Editorial Producers
Desiree Adib, Lucien Bruggeman, Katie Conway, Vera Drymon, Caila Klaiss, Doug Lantz, Maryellen Schwisow, Rachel Wenzlaff
Field Producers
Sunny Antrim, Chris Kilmer, Elissa Stohler
OUTSTANDING EDITED INTERVIEW CONTINUED

ABC News Special: Alec Baldwin Unscripted Continued

Producers
Sean Dooley, Freda Kahlen-Kashi, Rebecca Mulford, Jennifer Pereira, Ellen Van De Mark
Associate Producers
Natalie Cardenas, Margie Merritt, Lydia Noone
Chief Editorial Producer
Santina Leuci
Digital Producer
Brian Mezerski
Anchor
George Stephanopoulos
Director
David Hoffman
Editors
Lauren Beck, Gina Caruana, Nick Damiano, Ted Eckel, Holly Hladky, Joe Lobianco, Jeremy Phillips, Prichard Smith, Art Vizthum
Cinematographers
Thomas Krakowiak, Sal Malguarnera

CNN Special Report

COVID WAR: The Pandemic Doctors Speak Out

Senior Executive Producer
Jim Murphy
Executive Producers
Michael Bass, Michael Bass, Jeff Zucker
Senior Producer
Jessica Small
Editorial Producers
Christie Johnson, Christie Johnson
Producer
Shawna Callebs
Associate Producers
Bethany George, Alicia Lee
Chief Medical Correspondent
Dr. Sanjay Gupta
Editors
Kent Healy, Meg Pearlstein, Elizabeth Sabagh, Brian Steicher, Brian Steicher, Eric Zembruski
Photojournalists
John Anglim, John Anglim, Davide Cannaviccio, Davide Cannaviccio, David Ruff, David Ruff, Andrew Smith, Andrew Smith, Amanda Swinhart, Amanda Swinhart
OUTSTANDING SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY OR ENVIRONMENTAL COVERAGE

**CBS News: CBS Mornings, CBS This Morning, and CBS Evening News with Norah O'Donnell**

**CBS News: Eye on Earth**

*Executive Producers*
Al Ortiz, Shawna Thomas

*Senior Producers*
Brian Bingham, Alturo Rhymes

*Executive Story Editor*
Peter Burgess

*Producer*
Christopher Spinder

*Correspondent*
Ben Tracy

*Editors*
Henry Ledesma, Ben McCormick

*Camerapersons*
Rob Massey, Roger Masterton, Scott Yun

**CNN Special Report**

**Eating Planet Earth: The Future of Your Food**

*Executive Producer*
Jim Murphy

*Senior Producer*
Julian Quinones, Elise Zeiger

*Senior Producer / Photojournalist*
Julian Quinones

*Producer*
Evelio Contreras

*Associate Producers*
Jaimee Rindy, Ryan Rios

*Chief Climate Correspondent*
Bill Weir

*Editors*
Al Disanti, Kent Healy, Meg Pearlstein

*Producer / Photojournalist*
Evelio Contreras

*Photojournalists*
Bryan Kane
OUTSTANDING SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY OR ENVIRONMENTAL COVERAGE
CONTINUED

The Forgotten Forests: Deforestation in the Deep  

Executive Producers
Sheri England, Ellana Lee, Ryan Smith

Lead Producer
Hazel Pfeifer

Supervising Producer
Jon Jensen

Producers
Stefanie Blendis, Leif Coorlim

Chief Climate Correspondent
Bill Weir

Editor
Momo Moussa

Photojournalists
Erin Feinblatt, Derek Knowles, Ty Nguyen

Unlivable Oasis  

Executive Producer / Supervising Producer / Writer
Almudena Toral

Executive Producer / Supervising Producer
Justine Simons

Senior Editorial Producers
Stephen Engelberg, Robin Fields, T. Christian Miller

Producer
Elizabeth Weil

Reporter
Mollie Simon

Director / Producer / Cinematographer / Editor / Writer
Mauricio Rodríguez Pons

Producer / Writer
Nadia Sussman
OUTSTANDING SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY OR ENVIRONMENTAL COVERAGE CONTINUED

World News Tonight with David Muir/Nightline
Madagascar: The Children of Climate Change

Senior Executive Producer
Almin Karamahmedovic
Executive Producer, Nightline
Eman Varoqua
Senior Producer
Eric Noll
Producer
Esther Castillejo
Anchor & Managing Editor
David Muir
Cameraperson
Nicolaas Deblois
Editor
Roy Garlisi

OUTSTANDING HEALTH OR MEDICAL COVERAGE

CNN Special Report
WEED 6: Marijuana and Autism

Executive Producer
Jim Murphy
Senior Producer
Melissa Lipman
Producer
Natalie Angley
Field Producers
Natalie Angley, Sarah Prazmark, Michael Schwartz
Associate Producers
Amanda Musa, Sarah Prazmark, Ryan Prior
Chief Medical Correspondent
Dr. Sanjay Gupta
Editors
Dave Castelein, Dave Herrod, Lee Hughey, Steven Keller
Photojournalists
Joel De La Rosa, Styke Dimas, Neil Hallsworth, Neville Harris, Chris Jackson, Bryan Kane, Kevin Myers, Dave Ruff
OUTSTANDING HEALTH OR MEDICAL COVERAGE CONTINUED

The New York Times Opinion Video
Death, Through a Nurse’s Eyes

Executive Producer
Adam Ellick
Producer
Lucy King
Field Producer
Alexander Stockton
Cinematographer
Luisa Conlon

The New York Times Presents
Move Fast & Vape Things

Executive Producers
Sam Dolnick, Ken Druckerman, Stephanie Preiss, Mary Robertson, Jason Stallman, Banks Tarver
Executives in Charge
Angi Kuhn, Ryoji Yamada
Senior Producer
Rachel Abrams
Supervising Producer
Liz Day
Producers
Sheila Kaplan, Timothy Moran, John Pappas, Kevin Vargas
Co-Producer
Salwa Shameem
Archival Producer
Johanna Schiller
Reporters
Julie Creswell, Sheila Kaplan
Director
John Pappas
Director of Photography
Jaron Berman
Video Editor
Marlon Singleton
OUTSTANDING HEALTH OR MEDICAL COVERAGE CONTINUED

Nightline
The Appointment

Executive Producer
Eman Varoqua
Senior Producer
Karin Weinberg
Editorial Producer
Siobhan Nolan O'Driscoll
Producers
Laura Coburn, Jake Lefferman, Katie Muldowney, Knez Walker
Co-Producer
Brendan Cusack
Reporter
Rachel Scott
Director of Photography
Logan Leblanc
Editors
Michael Darlington, Frankie Moloney, Rob Romas, Neil Sass

VICE News Tonight
Aging, Inc.

Executive Producer
Maral Usefi
Producers
Tomas Navia, Jackie Omanoff
Correspondent
Joshua Hersh
Reporter
Wyatt Massey Senior Producer Jego Armstrong
Archival Producers
Elaina Demeyere, Svetlana Didorenko, Nikki MacHrone
Directors of Photography
Eric Fernandez, Jordan Gantz, Gleb Mikhailv, Michael James Murray
Editors
Jeb Banegas, Jose Flores
OUTSTANDING ARTS, CULTURE OR ENTERTAINMENT COVERAGE

20/20
Something's Coming: West Side Story

Senior Executive Producer
David Sloan

Senior Producer
Robert Zepeda

Executive Producers
Janice Johnston, Matt Lombardi

Editorial Producers
Derek Del Rossi, Betsy Hill

Producers
Goldberg Alan, William Gallego, Tim Gorin, Jayson Haedrich, Ann Reynolds

Associate Producers
Gabriel Rivera, Sebastian San Miguel

Correspondent
Chris Connelly

Editors
Abhinav Bhat, Jonathan Cordell, Joseph Gamez, Luis Mendizabal, Nicole Swink, Denny Thomas, Pete Vandall

Cinematographers
Chris Komives, Thomas Krakowiak, Sal Malguarnera, Russ Marhull, Sam Painter

Writer
Kim Powers

60 Minutes
The Final Act

Executive Producer
Bill Owens

Executive Editor
Tanya Simon

Producer
Nichole Marks

Associate Producer
David M. Levine

Correspondent
Anderson Cooper

Editor
Robert Zimet

Camerapersons
Blake Hottle, Mark Laganga, Don Lee, Sam Painter, Aaron Tomlinson, Rich White
OUTSTANDING ARTS, CULTURE OR ENTERTAINMENT COVERAGE CONTINUED

ABC News Live Prime

Soul of a Nation: Tulsa's Buried Truth

Executive Producers
Katie Dendaas, Cindy Galli

Senior Executive Producer
Justin Dial

Producers
Brandon Baur, Tonya Simpson, Jenny Wagnon Courts

Associate Producer
Alexandra Myers

Correspondent
Steve Osunsami

Director of Photography
Ian McGlocklin

Editors
Nick Damiano, Mara Wollong

Cameraperson
David Pierce

The New York Times Presents

Malfunction: The Dressing Down of Janet Jackson

Executive Producers
Sam Dolnick, Ken Druckerman, Stephanie Preiss, Mary Robertson, Jason Stallman, Banks Tarver

Executive in Charge
Angi Kuhn

Supervising Producer
Liz Day

Story Producer
Liz Hodes

Producer / Director
Jodi Gomes

Producers
Fred Charleston Jr., Anthony McLemore, Timothy Moran, Kevin Vargas

Co-Producer
Melanie Bencosme

Additional Producer
Rick Wilkinson

Archival Producer
Johanna Schiller

Reporter / Senior Producer
Rachel Abrams
OUTSTANDING ARTS, CULTURE OR ENTERTAINMENT COVERAGE CONTINUED

The New York Times Presents: Malfunction: The Dressing Down of Janet Jackson Continued

Reporter
Alan Light

Director of Photography
Asad Faruqi

Video Editor
Geoff O'Brien

The Story Of
A Thousand Miles

Executive Producer
Clifford Endo Gulibert

Supervising Producer
Erica Matson

Coordinating Producer
Dave Gookin

Director / Producer
Daniel Zabludovsky

Archival Producer
Tanna Tarpley

Editor
Yalda Mostajeran

Associate Producer / Camera Operator
Emily Simpkins

Directors of Photography
Alyssa Brocato, Anthony Codispoti, Johnny Frohman, Jeff Kolada, Christina Tontisakis
OUTSTANDING BUSINESS, CONSUMER OR ECONOMIC COVERAGE

60 Minutes
A New Model

Executive Producer
Bill Owens
Producers
Braden Cleveland Bergan, Shari Finkelstein
Executive Editor
Tanya Simon
Correspondent
Lesley Stahl
Editor
April Wilson
Camerapersons
Tom Fahey, Jonathan Partridge

ABC News Originals for Hulu
GameStopped

Executive Producers
Eric Drath, Victoria Thompson
Senior Executive Producer
Roxanna Sherwood
Senior Editorial Producers
Mary Kate Burke, Zunaira Zaki
Supervising Producer
Stephen Palgon
Producers
Taylor Dunn, Danielle Naassaana, Laurie Sude
Field Producers
Scott Diener, Keith Greenberg, Jake Wachtel
Associate Producer
Sarah Keeling
Chief Business, Technology, and Economics Correspondent
Rebecca Jarvis
Editors
Chris Gudi, Alistair Shurman, Joe Ward
Supervising Editor
Jackie Soriano
Directors of Photography
Stephen Mucci, William Vargas
OUTSTANDING BUSINESS, CONSUMER OR ECONOMIC COVERAGE CONTINUED

FRONTLINE and NPR in conjunction with the Investigative PBS Reporting Workshop
The Healthcare Divide

Executive Producer
Raney Aronson-Rath
Managing Editor
Andrew Metz
Senior Producers
Frank Koughan, Graham Smith
Director
Rick Young
Senior Investigations Editor
Robert Little
Editorial Director
Nancy Barnes
Producers
Meg Anderson, Emma Schwartz
Correspondent
Laura Sullivan
Producer / Editor
Fritz Kramer
OUTSTANDING CRIME AND JUSTICE COVERAGE

20/20

George Floyd: A Man, A Moment, America Changed

Senior Executive Producer
David Sloan

Executive Producer
Janice Johnston

Senior Producers
Muriel Pearson, Lichstein Terri

Editorial Producers
Duan Perrin, Kelley Robinson, Matthew Stone

Coordinating Producers
Andy Fies, Sabina Ghebremedhin, Joseph Rhee, Stephanie Walsh

Producers
Thomas Berman, Joseph Diaz, Scott Engel, Keturah Gray, Whitney Lloyd, Whitney Lloyd, Alison Lynn, Denise Martinez-Ramundo, Michaela Rosario, Glenn Ruppel, Keren Schiffman, Taigi Smith, Jeca Taudte, Susan Welsh

Field Producers
Jonathan Balthaser, Chris Kilmer

Associate Producers
Natalie Cardenas, Jaz Garner, Henry Lievsay, Marcus Mewborn, Greta Morris, Erin Murtha, Jocelyn Rogalo, Brian Ryu

Correspondents
Alex Perez, Byron Pitts, Deborah Roberts,

Directors
David Hoffman

Editors
Dave Abelson, Tom Behrens, Jeannine Brown, Gina Caruana, David Chmura, Nick Damiano, Joi De Leon, Janine Feczko, Andrew Hassell, Jamie Hogan, Mitch Kress, Mitch Kress, Luis Mendizabal, Kozo Okumura, Prichard Smith, Denny Thomas, Art Vizthum, Erik Zimmermann

Cinematographers
Don Friedell, Kyle Gallagher, Russ Marhull, Max Miller, Robbie Stauder,
OUTSTANDING CRIME AND JUSTICE COVERAGE CONTINUED

48 Hours
The Station Nightclub Fire: Who's Responsible?

Executive Producer
Judy Tygard
Senior Producer
Lourdes Aguiar
Executive Story Editor
Nancy Kramer
Development Producer
Marc Goldbaum
Producers
Betsy Shuller, Chris Young Ritzen
Associate Producer
Kathryn Teurfs
Correspondent
Jim Axelrod
Editors
Doreen Schechter, Gary Winter

Dateline NBC
The Investigation

Executive Producer
Liz Cole
Senior Producer
Paul F. Ryan
Supervising Producer
Dan Slepian
Producers
Chad Bergacs, Justin Cece Senior Executive Producer David Corvo
Field Producers
Simon Doolittle, Ramón Cuauhtémoc Taylor
Correspondent
Lester Holt
Camerapersons
Matthew Franklin, Michael Gemelli, Guy Hernandez, J.P. Park, Rich White
OUTSTANDING CRIME AND JUSTICE COVERAGE CONTINUED

Fault Lines
The Jim Crow Convictions

Executive Producer
Laila Al-Arian
Producer
Nick Chrastil
Associate Producer
Darya Marchenkova
Correspondent
Natasha Del Toro
Director
Jeremy Young
Editor
Warwick Meade
Cinematographer
Singeli Agnew

“Get Away from the Target”—Rescuing Migrants from the Libyan Coast Guard

Executive Producers
Raphaela Morais, Ian Urbina
Producer / Editor
Will N. Miller
Director / Cinematographer
Ed Ou
BEST NEWS COVERAGE—SHORT FORM

The Coup in Myanmar

Executive Producers
Michael Bass, Roger Clark, Victoria Eastwood, Thomas Evans, Sarita Harilela, Leora Kapelus, Ellana Lee, Mike McCarthy, Deborah Rayner

Producers
Chanchinmawia Chanchinmawia, Cape Diamond, Jonny Hallam, Nag Lahpai, Esha Mitra, Kocha Olarrn, Helen Regan, Sandi Sidhu, Vedika Sud, Salai Thang Tz, Angus Watson, Rebecca Wright

Field Producer
Brent Swails

Correspondents
Anna Coren, Paula Hancocks, Sam Kiley, Clarissa Ward, Ivan Watson

Editors
Alex Dicker, Oscar Featherstone, Zane Hosgood, Sanjiv Telraja, Effie Toh

Photojournalists
Scott McWhinnie, Mark Phillips, Sanjiv Telraja

Ethiopia: Exposing the Hallmarks of a Genocide

Executive Producers
Michael Bass, Michael Bass, Leora Kapelus, Mike McCarthy, Deborah Rayner, Dan Wright

Producer
Barbara Arvanitidis

Associate Producers
Bethlehem Feleke, Gianluca Mezziofiore, Katie Polglase

Correspondents
Nima Elbagir, Jeff Zucker

Editors
Mark Baron, Oscar Featherstone

Photojournalist
Alex Platt

How a U.S. Drone Strike Killed the Wrong Person

Executive Producers
Nancy Donaldson Gauss, Mark Scheffler

Senior Producer
Whitney Hurst

Producers
Matthieu Aikins, Evan Hill, Drew Jordan, Christoph Koettl

Reporter
Eric Schmitt

Editor
Ainara Tiefenthäler
BEST NEWS COVERAGE—SHORT FORM

How a U.S. Drone Strike Killed the Wrong Person Continued

Director of Cinematography
Singeli Agnew

Camerapersons
Jordan Bryon, Jim Huylebrook

Proud Boys Were Key Instigators in Capitol Riot

The Wall Street Journal

Senior Executive Producers
Anthony Galloway, Christina Vallice

Executive Producers
Robert Libetti, Christopher Stewart

Producers
Deborah Acosta, Frank Matt, Khadeeja Safdar

Editor
Adam Falk

VICE News Tonight

BANNED: A Woman's 200-Mile Journey to Get an Abortion

Vice

Executive Producers
Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Maral Usefi

Senior Producer
Stacey Sommer

Managing Editor
Leah Feiger

Producer
Gilad Thaler

Correspondent
Carter Sherman

Editor
Patrick Mannion

Director of Photography
Daniel Vergara
BEST NEWS COVERAGE—LONG FORM

60 Minutes
9/11: The FDNY

Executive Producer
Bill Owens

Executive Editor
Tanya Simon

Producer
Maria Gavrilovic

Associate Producers
Tadd J. Lascari, Alex Ortiz

Correspondent
Scott Pelley

Editors
Peter Berman, April Wilson

Camerapersons
Tom Fahey, Rich White

“Get Away from the Target”—Rescuing Migrants
from the Libyan Coast Guard

Executive Producers
Raphaela Morais, Ian Urbina

Producer / Editor
Will N. Miller

Director / Cinematographer
Ed Ou

Return of the Taliban: A VICE News Special Report

Executive Producers
Beverly Chase, Adam Desiderio, De Subrata, Craig Thomson

Senior Producers
Amel Guettatfi, Hind Hassan, Ben Solomon, Seb Walker, Isobel Yeung

Supervising Producers
Amanda Pisetzn, Ani Ucar, Gregory Wright

Producers
Belle Cushing, Joe Hill, Hendrik Hinzel, Madeleine May, Stacey Nagglar, Jesse Saidman, Ana Sebescen

Local Producers
Aleem Agha, Arif Asian, Zeynep Bilginsoy, Hamid Mayer, Naseer Rahin, Sharif Sharaf

Archival Producers
Elaine Demeyere, Svetana Diorenko, Celeste Erlander, Emily Gibson, Lia Jusino, Nikki MacHrone, Emlia Mello,
Christopher Platt, Lindsey Schneider
Return of the Taliban: A VICE News Special Report Continued

Associate Producers
Andrew Karpinski, Katy Sheward

Producers/Directors of Photography
Gelareh Kiazand, Tarek Turkey

Supervising Producer/Editor
Paula Salhany

Editors
Patrick Mannion, Joe Matoske ACE, Andrew Pattison Ace, Ilaria Polsonette

Directors of Photography
Daniel Bateman, Adam Desiderio, Ben Foley, Javier Manzano

Supervising Writer
Neda Toloui-Semnani

VICE News Tonight

Taliban’s Takeover of Afghanistan

Executive Producers
Beverly Chase, Subrata De, Nikki Egan, Shane Smith, Craig Thomson, Maral Usefi

Senior Producers
Robert Booth, Emily Drew, Eric Ortega

Supervising Producer
Adam Desiderio

Field Producers
Aleem Agha, Hamid Mayar, Naseer Rahin

Associate Producers
Andrew Karpinski, Sean Reynolds

Correspondents
Hind Hassan, Seb Walker, Isobel Yeung

Host
Krishna Andavolu

Editors
David Herr, Josh Luddeni, Joe Matoske, Ilaria Polsonetti, Paula Salhany

Cinematographers
Adam Desiderio, Gelareh Kiazand, Javier Monzano, Alessandro Pavone
BEST NEWS COVERAGE—LONG FORM CONTINUED

VICE News Tonight
Yemen: The Forgotten War

Executive Producers
Bev Chase, Subrata De, Shane Smith, Craig Thomson, Maral Usefi
Senior Producer
Sean Stephens
Senior Editorial Producer
Andrew Potter
Producer
Amel Guettatfi
Senior Correspondent and Producer
Isobel Yeung
Field Producer
Ahmed Baidar
Associate Producer
Daniel Plyam
Archival Producer
Nikki Machrone
Editors
Kimmy Gordon, Chris Herde, Victoria Lesiw, Ilaria Polsonetti, Nelson Ryland, Alejandro Soto Goico
Director of Photography
Javier Manzano

OUTSTANDING CURRENT AFFAIRS DOCUMENTARY

137 Shots

Executive Producers
Orlando Bagwell, Andrew Fried, Alex Gibney, Suzanne Greenfield, Dane Lillegard, Steven Nemeth, Stacey Offman
Producers
Alyse Ardell Spiegel, Noemie Dumont, Damian Eduardos, Michael Milano, Mark Monroe
Director
Michael Milano

Convergence: Courage in a Crisis

Producers
Dan Cogan, Liz Garbus, Amy Hobby, Laura McNaught
Directors
Hassan Akkad, Amber Feras, Mauricio Monteiro Filho, Guillermo Galdos, Alexander Houghton, Orlando Von Einsiedel
OUTSTANDING CURRENT AFFAIRS DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

HBO Documentary Films

In the Same Breath

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Lisa Heller

Senior Producer
Sara Rodriguez

Director/Producer
Nanfu Wang

Producers
Christopher Clements, Julie Goldman, Carolyn Hepburn, Jialing Zhang

Field Producers
Emma Fidel, Li Shen

Editors
Michael Shade, Nanfu Wang

Cinematographers
Jarred Alterman, Peter Alton, Tom Bergmann, Gil De La Rosa, Michelle Gao, Yuanchen Liu, Rex Miller, Martina Radwan, Sam Rong, Michael Shade, Rc Song, Paul Szynol, K. Yang, Matt Yu

The Rescue

National Geographic

Executive Producers
Anna Barnes, Carolyn Bernstein, Santipong Changpuak, Ryan Harrington, Michael Lesslie, Kevin MacDonald, Thanet Natisri, Andrew Ruhemann, Marie Savare

Producers
John Battsek, Jimmy Chin, Bob Eisenhardt, Ace, P.J. Van Sandwijk, Elizabeth Chai Vasarhelyi

Supervising Producer Callie Barlow

Co-Producer
Chloe Mamelok

Line Producers
Jennie Amias, Michelle Upton

Associate Producer
Claudia Phaa Rowe

Directors
Jimmy Chin, Elizabeth Chai Vasarhelyi

Editor
Bob Eisenhardt, ACE

Co-Editor
Sam Rice-Edwards

Cinematographers
David Katzenelson, Ian Seabrook, Picha Srisansanee
OUTSTANDING POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTARY

3212 Un-Redacted  

Executive Producers  
Cindy Galli, Beth Hoppe, Mike Kelly, Chris Vlasto  
Senior Producer International News  
Kirit Radia  
Supervising Producer  
Matthew Rascoe  
Producers  
Brian Epstein, Andrew Fredericks, James Gordon Meek  
Field Producers  
Aïcha El Hammar Castano, Moussa Kaka  
Associate Producer  
Emily Ruchalski  
Director  
Brian Epstein  
Reporters  
James Gordon Meek, Luis Martinez, Ian Pannell  
Editor  
Andrew Fredericks  
Director of Photography  
Ben McCoy  
Camerapersons  
Jamie Baker, Neil Barrett, Nicky Deblois, Herb Forsberg, James Gillings, Angus Hines

A La Calle  

Executive Producers  
Lizzie Friedman, Karen Lauder, Greg Little  
Producers  
Shawna Brakefield-Haase, Maxx Caicedo, Marcus Cheek  
Director  
Maxx Caicedo  
Director / Producer  
Nelson G. Navarette
OUTSTANDING POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

HBO Documentary Films

Obama: In Pursuit of a More Perfect Union

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Andi Bernstein, Jelani Cobb, Jacqueline Glover, Lisa Heller, Peter Kunhardt, Mona Sutphen
Senior Producer
Sara Rodriguez
Producers
Matthew O. Henderson, George Kunhardt, Teddy Kunhardt, Maya Mumma, Ace
Associate Producer
Emma Sassoon
Archival Producer
Jill Cowan
Director
Peter Kunhardt
Directors of Photography
Joe Arcidiacono, Clair Popkin
Editor
Maya Mumma, ACE

POV

Mayor

Executive Producers
Erika Dilday, Laura Durning, Abigail E. Disney, Maxyne Franklin, Teddy Leifer, Justine Nagan, Chris White
Director / Producer / Cinematographer / Editor
David Osit
Editor
Eric Daniel Metzgar,

Turning Point: 9/11 and the War on Terror

Executive Producers
Lowell Bergman, Brian Knappenberger, Eve Marson, Mo Naqvi
Producers
Jennifer Janisch, Sabrina Parke, Erieka Yancy
OUTSTANDING SOCIAL ISSUE DOCUMENTARY

CNN Films

Dreamland: The Burning of Black Wall Street

Executive Producers
Philip Byron, Maverick Carter, Amy Entelis, Jamal Henderson, Lebron James, Salima Koroma, Courtney Sexton

Co-Executive Producers
Patrick Altema, Julie Anderson, Jamila Jodran-Theus

Supervising Producer
Alexandra Hannibal

Story Producer
Mario Lathan

Producer
Salima Koroma

Director
Salima Koroma

Director of Photography
Adam Perez

Camera Operator
Curtis Boone

Editors
Steven J Golliday, Meg Ramsay

Line Producer
Rob Jackson

Associate Producer
Kayla Rodgers

Archival Producer
Crystal Thompson

Additional Editors
Eric Freidenberg, Yusuf Kapadia

End of the Line: The Women of Standing Rock

Executive Producers
Pearl Daniel-Means, Sophia Ehrnrooth, Marc Gerke, Jukka Helle, Shannon Kring, Tzo'-Nah, Amanda Romania, Markus Selin

Producer / Director / Writer
Shannon Kring

Co-Producers
Pearl Daniel-Means, Sophia Ehrnrooth

Director of Photography
Nara Garbere

Editor
Lesley Kubistal

Post Producer
Jukka Kujala
OUTSTANDING SOCIAL ISSUE DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

FRONTLINE  
PBS

A Thousand Cuts

Executive Producers  
Raney Aronson-Rath, David J. Cornfield, Linda A. Cornfield, Davis Guggenheim, Laurene Powell Jobs, Jonathan Silberberg, Nicole Stott

Managing Editor  
Andrew Metz

Writer / Director / Producer  
Ramona S. Diaz

Producers  
Christopher Clements, Julie Goldman, Carolyn Hepburn

Producer / Editor  
Leah Marino

MSNBC Films  
MSNBC

In the Dark of the Valley

Executive Producers  
Rashida Jones, Amanda Spain

Producer / Director / Editor  
Nicholas Mihm

Producer  
Derek Sullivan Smith

Producer / Cinematographer  
Brandon Scott Smith

The New York Times Presents  
FX

To Live and Die in Alabama

Executive Producers  
Sam Dolnick, Ken Druckerman, Stephanie Preiss, Mary Robertson, Jason Stallman, Banks Tarver

Executives in Charge  
Angi Kuhn, Ryoji Yamada

Supervising Producer  
Liz Day

Producers  
Abby Ellin, Matt Kay, Lora Moftah, Cydney Tucker, Kevin Vargas

Additional Producer  
Alexandra Garcia

Archival Producer  
Johanna Schiller
OUTSTANDING SOCIAL ISSUE DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

The New York Times Presents: To Live and Die in Alabama Continued

**Director**
Matt Kay

**Reporters**
Dan Barry, Abby Ellin
Senior Producer Rachel Abrams

**Directors of Photography**
Matt Kay, Victor Tadashi Suarez

**Video Editor**
Pierra Takal

Pray Away

*Netflix*

**Executive Producers**
Julie Parker Benello, Leslie Berriman, Katy Drake Bettner, Jason Blum, Jim Butterworth, Daniel J. Chalfen, Jeremy Gold, Mary Lisio, Nion McEvoy, Ryan Murphy, Patty Quillin, Regina K. Scully, Amanda Spain, Johnny Symons, Marci Wiseman, Alexis Martin Woodall

**Co-Executive Producers**
David Lee, Jenn Lee Smith, Janet Tittiger, Geralyn White Dreyfous

**Director**
Kristine Stolakis

**Producers**
Jessica Devaney, Anya Rous, Kristine Stolakis

**Co-Producer**
Lisa Valencia-Svensson

**Consulting Producer**
Myles Markham

**Associate Producers**
Colleen Cassingham, Paulette Marte, Ryan White

**Editor**
Carla Gutierrez

**Cinematographer**
Melissa Langer
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE DOCUMENTARY

Assassins

Executive Producers
Doug Bock Clark, Dan Cogan, Geralyn White Dreyfous, Blaine Vess, Esther Vess
Producer
Jessica Hargrave Associate Producer Grace Oathout
Director
Ryan White
Editor
Helen Kearns
Cinematographer
John Benam Co-Producer Kristin Weiland

FRONTLINE
Escaping Eritrea

Executive Producer
Raney Aronson-Rath
Managing Editor
Andrew Metz
Senior Producer
Dan Edge
Director / Producer / Reporter
Evan Williams

FRONTLINE
In the Shadow of 9/11

Executive Producer
Raney Aronson-Rath
Managing Editor
Andrew Metz
Producer / Director
Dan Reed
Producers
Marguerite Gaudin, Owen Phillips
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

HBO Documentary Films
The Forever Prisoner

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Lisa Heller, Adrian Levy, Stacey Offman, Richard Perello

Senior Producer
Tina Nguyen

Producers
Raymond Bonner, Erin Edeiken, Alex Gibney, Cathy Scott-Clark

Co-Producer
Tess Ranahan

Associate Producers
Gabriela Alcalde, Mahak Jiwani

Director / Writer
Alex Gibney

Cinematographers
Ben Bloodwell, Antonio Rossi, Shane Sigler

Cameraperson
Patrick Brown

Editors
Alexis Johnson, Michael Palmer

The Line

Executive Producers
Alex Gibney, Brad Hebert, Stacey Offman, Richard Perello, Jeff Zimbalist, Michael Zimbalist

Producer/Director
Doug Shultz

Producers
Julie Begey Seureau Supervising Producer Whitney Johnson

Associate Producers
Laura Bartel, David Iversen

Consulting Producers
Annie Allen, Kara Elverson, Diane Hodson, Dan Taberski

Lead Editor
Frederick Shanahan

Editors
Mark Fason, Eileen Kennedy, Adrian Murray

Cinematographers
Jafar Fallahi, Colby Gottert, Thorsten Thielow
OUTSTANDING HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARY

9/11: One Day in America
National Geographic

**Executive Producers**
David Glover, Dan Lindsay, T.J. Martin, Carolyn Payne

**Series Producers**
Sally Brindle, Caroline Marsden

**Producers**
Julian Jones, Ella Wright

**Line Producer**
Christina Lee Graham

**Director**
Daniel Bogado

**Editors**
Sam Bergson, Audinga Kucinskaite, Dan Lavender, Chris Nicholls

**Cinematographers**
Duane McClunie, Brandon Widener, Stefan Wiesen

The Black Church: This Is Our Story, This Is Our Song
PBS

**Executive Producers**
Henry Louis Gates Jr., Mike Jackson, John Legend, Dyllan McGee, Ty Stiklorius, John F. Wilson

**Executive in Charge**
Bill Gardner

**Producers**
Christopher Bryson, Kevin Burke, Shayla Harris

**Series Producer**
Stacey Holman

**Supervising Producer**
Deborah Porfido

**Co-Producers**
Chinisha Scott, Eric Thielman

**Line Producer**
Robert Yacyshyn

**Associate Producers**
Caroline Bliss, Megan Graham

**Archival Producer**
Christine Fall

**Directors**
Christopher Bryson, Shayla Harris, Stacey Holman

**Editors**
Edward Bishop, Sandra Christie, Adriana Pacheco, Jason Pollard

**Writer**
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
OUTSTANDING HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

Desert One

Executive Producers
Zachary G. Behr, Eli Lehrer

Producer/Director
Barbara Kopple

Producers
David Cassidy, Eric Forman

Co-Producer
Ray Nowosielski

Writer
Francisco Bello

Downing of a Flag

Executive Producers
Duane Cooper, Don Godish

Co-Executive Producers
Terry Alexander, Eric Davis, Candy Fletcher

Supervising Producer
Sheri Hirschman

Associate Producer
Xavier Blake

Director
Scott Galloway

Editor
Jordan Snyder

Cinematographer
William Ward
OUTSTANDING HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

POV

The Neutral Ground

Executive Producers
Erika Dilday, Sally Jo Fifer, Justine Nagan, Chris White, Roy Wood Jr.

Producer
Darcy McKinnon

Director / Writer
CJ Hunt

Supervising Producer
Shana Swanson

Co-Producer
Jeremy Blum

Consulting Producer
Angela Tucker

Associate Producers
Katie Pham, Jennifer Samani, Rachel Witwer

Editor
Jane Geisler

Writers
Jane Geisler, James Hamilton

Cinematographer
Paavo Hanninen

OUTSTANDING ARTS AND CULTURE DOCUMENTARY

HBO Documentary Films

A Choice of Weapons: Inspired by Gordon Parks

Executive Producers
Kasseem "Swizz Beatz" Dean, Nancy Abraham, Jelani Cobb, Jacqueline Glover, Lisa Heller, Alicia Keys, Peter Kunhardt, Peter W. Kunhardt, Jr.

Senior Producer
Sara Rodriguez

Director / Producer
John Maggio

Producers
Monica Berra, George Kunhardt, Teddy Kunhardt, Richard Lowe, Matthew O. Henderson

Associate Producer
Angela Plazas-Rodriguez

Archival Producer
Jill Cowan

Directors of Photography
Joe Arcidiacono, Clair Popkin

Editor
Richard Lowe

Co-Editor: Edgardo Cervano-Soto
OUTSTANDING ARTS AND CULTURE DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

HBO Documentary Films

Street Gang: How We Got to Sesame Street

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Matthew Helderman, Lisa Heller, Nat McCormick, Mike Messina, Seth Needle, Brian O'Shea, Luke Taylor

Co-Executive Producer
Michael Davis

Director
Marilyn Agrelo

Coordinating Producer
Anna Klein

Producers
Trevor Crafts, p.g.a., Lisa Diamond, p.g.a., Ellen Scherer Crafts, p.g.a.

Archive Producer
Rich Remsberg

Editor
Ben Gold

Cinematographer
Luke Geissbühler

MSNBC Films

Paper and Glue

Executive Producers
Lynne Benioff, Marc Benioff, Marco Berrebi, Ian Darling, Geralyn White Dreyfous, David Fialkow, Brian Grazer, Lauren Haber, Ron Howard, Rashida Jones, Ian Orefice, Patty Quillin, Jenny Raskin, Regina K Scully, Amanda Spain, Jim Swartz, Susan Swartz

Co-Executive Producers
Steve Cohen, Nina Fialkow, Paula Froehle, Meredith Kaulfers, Camille Pajot, Julie Pugeat

Producers
Marc Azoulay, Sara Bernstein, Dallas Brennan Rexer, Justin Wilkes

Director
J R

Editor
Keiko Deguchi
OUTSTANDING ARTS AND CULTURE DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

The One and Only Dick Gregory  
Showtime

Executive Producers
Christian Gregory, Kevin Hart, Vinnie Malhotra, Matt Rachamkin, Rishi Rajani, Bryan Smiley, Chad Troutwine, Lena Waithe

Co-Executive Producers
Jonathan Baker, Lauren Dandridge Gaines, Michael Johnson, Rob Schneider

Producer / Director / Writer
Andre Gaines

Producer
Valerie Edwards

Editors
Ron Eigen, Cinque Northern

Cinematographers
Derek Mindler, Lucas Pitassi

The Real Charlie Chaplin  
Showtime

Executive Producers
James Bierman, Ben Coren, Lizzie Francke, Sam Lavender, Vinnie Malhotra, Andrew Ruhemann

Producers
John Battsek, Mike Brett, Jo-Jo Ellison, Steve Jamison, Ben Limberg

Directors
Peter Middleton, James Spinney

Editor
Julian Quantrill

OUTSTANDING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DOCUMENTARY

CNN Films  
CNN

The Hunt for Planet B

Executive Producers
Lawrence B. Benenson, Carleen Beste, Alberto Conti, Sadra Evers-Manly, Matt Mountain, Gerry Ohrstrom

Director / Producer
Nathaniel Kahn

Producer
Bonnie Hlinomaz

Cinematographer
Robert Richman
OUTSTANDING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

**Down to Earth: The Astronaut’s Perspective**

### Executive Producer
Dylan Mathis

### Producers
Gordon Andrews, Jamie Quinn

### Director
Jason Clemons

### Reporter
Frank White

### Cinematographer
Charles Clendaniel

### Cameraperson
William Stafford

**Fathom**

### Executive Producers
Greg Boustead, Josh Braun, Jessica Harrop, Andrea Meditch

### Co-Executive Producers
Bill Price, Eva Price

### Producer
Megan Gilbride

**Independent Lens**

### Executive Producers
Sally Jo Fifer, Lois Vossen

### Supervising Producer
Amy Shatsky

### Director/Producer
Shalini Kantayya

### Co-Producer
Sabine Hoffman

### Associate Producer
Kathryn Henderson

### Editors
Alexandra Gilwit, Zachary Ludescher

### Director of Photography
Steve Acevedo
OUTSTANDING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

NOVA

Picture a Scientist

Executive Producers
Amy Brand, Julia Cort, Chris Schmidt
Producer/Directors
Ian Cheney, Sharon Shattuck
Producer
Manette Pottle
Co-Producers
Oluwaseun Babalola, Irene Yadao
Editor
Natasha Bedu

OUTSTANDING NATURE DOCUMENTARY

Lucy The Human Chimp

Executive Producers
Matt Cole, Casey Meurer, Sacha Mirzoeff
Producer
Bridget Appleby
Writer/Director/Director of Photography
Alex Parkinson
Editor
Sam Rogers
Additional Editing
Aaron Jamieson
Director of Photography
Tom German

Nature

The Elephant and the Termite

Executive Producer
Fred Kaufman
Senior Producer
Laura Metzger Lynch
Series Producer
Bill Murphy
Series Editor
Janet Hess
Director / Cinematographer
Mark Deeble
OUTSTANDING NATURE DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

Nature: The Elephant and the Termite Continued

**Director**
Victoria Stone

**Coordinating Producer**
Jayne Jun

**Producer**
Victoria Stone

**Associate Producer**
James F. Burke

**Editors**
Sophia Evans, Victoria Stone

---

Nature

My Garden of a Thousand Bees

**Executive Producers**
Sean B. Carroll, David Guy Elisco, Fred Kaufman

**Senior Producer**
Laura Metzger Lynch

**Science Editor**
Aileen O'Hearn

**Series Editor**
Janet Hess

**Director**
David Allen

**Coordinating Producer**
Jayne Jun

**Producer**
Gaby Bastyra Series Producer Bill Murphy

**Associate Producer**
James F. Burke

**Editor**
Steve White

**Camerapersons**
Hugh Campbell, Laurence Hamilton-Baille, Leo Whitfield

**Cinematographer**
Martin Dohrn

PBS
OUTSTANDING NATURE DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

Playing with Sharks  
Disney+

Executive Producers  
Carolyn Bernstein, Alan Erson, Anna Godas, Oli Harbottle, Ryan Harrington, Paul Wiegard
Supervising Producer  
Callie Barlow
Producer  
Bettina Dalton
Line Producer  
Kate Pappas
Director  
Sally Aitken
Editor  
Adrian Rostirolla
Cinematographers  
Nathan Barlow, Michael Latham, Judd Overton, Toby Ralph, Ron Taylor

Puff: Wonders of the Reef  
Netflix

Executive Producer  
Electra Manikakis
Writer/Director/Producer  
Nick Robinson
Writer/Producer  
Peta Ayers
Co-Producers  
Louise Polain, Daniel Stoupin
Editor  
Bobbi Hansel
Cinematographer/Co-Producer  
Pete West
OUTSTANDING BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DOCUMENTARY

FRONTLINE and Chasing the Dream  
The Power of the Fed  
PBS

Executive Producer  
Raney Aronson-Rath
Managing Editor  
Andrew Metz
Writer/Producers  
Anya Bourg, James Jacoby
Co-Producer  
Megan Robertson

Independent Lens  
Storm Lake  
PBS

Executive Producers  
Katy Drake Bettner, Sam Bisbee, Pamela Tanner Boll, Sally Jo Fifer, Lois Vossen, Jamie Wolf
Supervising Producer  
Michael Kinomoto
Director  
Jerry Risius
Director/Producer  
Beth Levison
Associate Producers  
Jessica Bermingham, Lauren Evangelista, Evan Neff
Editor  
Rachel Shuman
Co-Editor  
Leah Boatright Consulting Producer Harlene Freezer

Local, USA  
Entangled  
WORLD Channel

Executive Producer  
Christopher Hastings
Producer/ Director/ Cinematographer / Writer  
David Abel
Producer / Editor / Writer  
Andy Laub
Associate Producers  
Lise Balk King, Giulia Campos
OUTSTANDING BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

Vice News
The Big Squeeze

Executive Producers
Subrata De, Gemma Jordan, Mat Skene
Executive Editors
Producers
Brennan Cusack, Rebecca Davis
Director
Sam Black
Director of Photography
Anthony Rossi
Editors
Andrew Baxt, Chris Iversen, Paula Salhany

WeWork: or The Making and Breaking of a
$47 Billion Unicorn

Executive Producers
Michael Cho, Travis Collins, Rebecca Evans, Ross Girard, Kyle Kramer, Randall Lane, Tim Lee, Danni Mynard, Mimi Rode, Jed Rothstein
Producer
Ross M. Dinerstein, p.g.a.
Director
Jed Rothstein

OUTSTANDING CRIME AND JUSTICE DOCUMENTARY

Buried

Executive Producers
Dan Adler, Maor Azran, Yotam Guendelman, Vinnie Malhotra, Mika Timor
Co-Executive Producers
Ben Giladi, Goni Ofer
Producers
Tal Baltuch, Eden Braunstein, Molly Forster, Ari Pines
HBO Documentary Films
Life of Crime 1984-2020

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Lisa Heller, Residente

Senior Producer
Tina Nguyen

Director / Executive Producer / Cameraperson
Jon Alpert

Producers
Tami Alpert, Duncan Cameron, Maurice Crenshaw, Maryann Deleo, Troy Matthews, Maria Nova, Matthew O’Neill, Paul Pitman, Karen Ranucci, Brent Renaud, Craig Renaud, Hector Sanchez, Janet Storti, Keiko Tsuno

Editor
Patrick McMahon

Conforming Editor
Naomi Mizoguchi

HBO Documentary Films

The Murders at Starved Rock

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Archie Gips, Lisa Heller, Stephen Levinson, Mark Wahlberg

Co-Executive Producers
Mark MacInnis, Jody McVeigh-Schultz, Javier Quintana, Adam Ridley

Senior Producer
Tina Nguyen

Supervising Producer
Whitny Braun

Producer
Juliette Eisner

Director
Jody McVeigh-Schultz

Editors
Rebecca Adorno, Derek Boonstra, Christian Jensen, Wesley Lipman

Cinematographers
Gabriel Patay, Andy Rydzewski
OUTSTANDING CRIME AND JUSTICE DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

HBO Documentary Films
The Slow Hustle

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Kary Antholis, Lisa Heller, Marc Levin, Sonja Sohn

Supervising Producer
Daphne Pinkerson

Producer
Mahrya MacIntire Senior Producer Sara Rodriguez

Associate Producers
Allen Dobbins, Sakira Wang

Director
Sonja Sohn

Editor
Donna Marino

Cinematographers
John Benam, Cliff Charles

Trafficked with Mariana van Zeller

Executive Producers
Bengt Anderson, Darren Foster, Jeff Plunkett, Ben Selkow

Executive Producer / Correspondent
Mariana Van Zeller

Director / Producer
Eric Strauss

Producers
Rodrigo Gonzalez, Miguel Angel Vega

Line Producers
Dominique Andrews, Jenn Wood

Editors
Christian Glawe, Jeremy Siefer

Cameraperson
Josh Flannigan

Cinematographer
Fred Menou

Additional Camera Operator
Garret Smith

National Geographic

Guns

Executive Producers
Bengt Anderson, Darren Foster, Jeff Plunkett, Ben Selkow

Executive Producer / Correspondent
Mariana Van Zeller

Director / Producer
Eric Strauss

Producers
Rodrigo Gonzalez, Miguel Angel Vega

Line Producers
Dominique Andrews, Jenn Wood

Editors
Christian Glawe, Jeremy Siefer

Cameraperson
Josh Flannigan

Cinematographer
Fred Menou

Additional Camera Operator
Garret Smith
OUTSTANDING SHORT DOCUMENTARY

HBO Documentary Films
The Last Cruise

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Lisa Heller
Senior Producer
Sara Rodriguez
Producers
James A. Smith, Joe Beshenkovsky, Shane Boris
Investigative Producer
Doug Bock Clark
Co-Producers
Emily Chapman, Rizky Rahad Director of Photography Luisa Conlon
Director / Producer
Hannah Olson
Editor
Joe Beshenkovsky

The New Yorker Documentary/POV Shorts
A Broken House

Executive Producers
Matthew Gephardt, Soo-Jeong Kang
Producer
Congressman Richard Gephardt
Director / Producer
Jimmy Goldblum
Line Producers
Jinane Chaaya, Lizzie Shapiro
Editor
Brad Turner
Cinematographer
Oliver Millar
Second Unit Cinematographer
Zach Lowry
OUTSTANDING SHORT DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

Op-Docs
Takeover

Executive Producers
Adam Ellick, Luis A. Miranda, Jr., Lynn Nottage

Co-Executive Producer
Lindsay Crouse

Series Producer
Yvonne Ashley Kouadjo

Producer
Tony Gerber

Senior Commissioning Producer
Christine Kecher

Supervising Editor
Andrew Blackwell

Director
Emma Francis-Snyder

Editors
Francisco Bello ACE, Sebastián Diaz

The New York Times

Through Our Eyes: Apart

Executive Producers
Melissa Dino, Jodi Nussbaum

Producers
Beth Miranda Botshon, Jessica Devaney, Lisa Diamond, Anya Rous

Directors
Geeta Gandbhir, Rudy Valdez

Editor
Viridiana Lieberman

HBO/HBO Max

Through Our Eyes: Shelter

Executive Producers
Melissa Dino, Jodi Nussbaum

Producers
Beth Miranda Botshon, Lisa Diamond, Maya Gnyp

Director
Smriti Mundhra

Editor
Adam Svatek

Director of Photography
Jerry Henry

HBO/HBO Max
BEST DOCUMENTARY

The First Wave

Executive Producers
Maiken Baird, Carolyn Bernstein, David Fialkow, Alex Gibney, Pagan Harleman, Ryan Harrington, Joedan Okun, Jeff Skoll, Leah Thomas, Diane Weyermann
Field Producers
Mikaela Beardsley, Caitlin McNally Hobley, Reece Robinson, Monica Villamizar,
Bill Wheeler
Line Producer
Andrew Petrilak

Producers
Matthew Heineman, Jenna Millman, Leslie Norville

Co-Producers
Gene Gallerano, Ross McDonnell, Pete Muller, Thorsten Thielow

Associate Producer
Benjamin Freemantle

Director
Matthew Heineman

Editors
Francisco Bello, ACE, Matthew Heineman, Gabriel Rhodes, David Zieff

Cinematographers
Brian Dawson, Matthew Heineman, Ross McDonnell, Alex Pritz, Thorsten Thielow

FRONTLINE

A Thousand Cuts

Executive Producers
Raney Aronson-Rath, David J. Cornfield, Linda A. Cornfield, Davis Guggenheim, Laurene Powell Jobs, Jonathan Silberberg, Nicole Stott

Managing Editor
Andrew Metz

Writer / Director / Producer
Ramona S. Diaz

Producers
Christopher Clements, Julie Goldman, Carolyn Hepburn

Producer / Editor
Leah Marino

National Geographic

PBS
FRONTLINE In Partnership with ProPublica and Berkeley Journalism’s PBS Investigative Reporting Program
American Insurrection

Executive Producer
Raney Aronson-Rath

Managing Editors
Robin Fields, Andrew Metz

Senior Producer
Frank Koughan

Writer / Director
Richard Rowley

Senior Editor
T. Christian Miller

Editors-In-Chief
David Barstow, Stephen Engelberg

Producer / Correspondent / Reporter
A.C. Thompson

Producer / Editor
Jacqueline Soohen

Producer / Reporter
Karim Hajj

Reporters
Kathryn Hurd, Ellie Lightfoot, Gisela Perez De Acha

Editors
Geeta Anand, Richard Tofel

Consulting Producer
Ford Fischer

Editor / Story Editor
David E. Thigpen
BEST DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

HBO Documentary Films
A Choice of Weapons: Inspired by Gordon Parks

Executive Producers
Kasseem "Swizz Beatz" Dean, Nancy Abraham, Jelani Cobb, Jacqueline Glover, Lisa Heller, Alicia Keys, Peter Kunhardt, Peter W. Kunhardt, Jr.

Senior Producer
Sara Rodriguez

Director / Producer
John Maggio

Producers
Monica Berra, George Kunhardt, Teddy Kunhardt, Richard Lowe, Matthew O. Henderson

Associate Producer
Angela Plazas-Rodriguez

Archival Producer
Jill Cowan

Directors of Photography
Joe Arcidiacono, Clair Popkin

Editor
Richard Lowe

Co-Editor
Edgardo Cervano-Soto

HBO Documentary Films
Four Hours at the Capitol

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Lisa Heller, Gian Quaglieni, Dan Reed

Director /Producer / Director of Photography
Jamie Roberts

Editor
Will Grayburn

Line Producer
Claire Walker

Assistant Producer
Milo Riley Smyth
BEST DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

HBO Documentary Films
In the Same Breath

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Lisa Heller
Senior Producer
Sara Rodriguez
Director/Producer
Nanfu Wang
Producers
Christopher Clements, Julie Goldman, Carolyn Hepburn, Jialing Zhang
Field Producers
Emma Fidel, Li Shen
Editors
Michael Shade, Nanfu Wang
Cinematographers
Jarred Alterman, Peter Alton, Tom Bergmann, Gil De La Rosa, Michelle Gao, Yuanchen Liu, Rex Miller, Martina Radwan, Sam Rong, Michael Shade, Rc Song, Paul Szynol, K. Yang, Matt Yu

HBO Documentary Films
Obama: In Pursuit of a More Perfect Union

Executive Producers
Nancy Abraham, Andi Bernstein, Jelani Cobb, Jacqueline Glover, Lisa Heller, Peter Kunhardt, Mona Sutphen
Senior Producer
Sara Rodriguez
Producers
Matthew O. Henderson, George Kunhardt, Teddy Kunhardt, Maya Mumma, Ace
Associate Producer
Emma Sassoon
Archival Producer
Jill Cowan
Director
Peter Kunhardt
Directors of Photography
Joe Arcidiacono, Clair Popkin
Editor
Maya Mumma, ACE
The Line

Executive Producers
Alex Gibney, Brad Hebert, Stacey Offman, Richard Perello, Jeff Zimbalist, Michael Zimbalist

Producer/Director
Doug Shultz

Producers
Julie Begey Seureau Supervising Producer Whitney Johnson

Associate Producers
Laura Bartel, David Iversen

Consulting Producers
Annie Allen, Kara Elverson, Diane Hodson, Dan Taberski

Lead Editor
Frederick Shanahan

Editors
Mark Fason, Eileen Kennedy, Adrian Murray

Cinematographers
Jafar Fallahi, Colby Gottert, Thorsten Thielow

Paper and Glue

Executive Producers
Lynne Benioff, Marc Benioff, Marco Berrebi, Ian Darling, Geralyn White Dreyfous, David Fialkow, Brian Grazer,
Lauren Haber, Ron Howard, Rashida Jones, Ian Orefice, Patty Quillin, Jenny Raskin, Regina K Scully, Amanda Spain,
Jim Swartz, Susan Swartz

Co-Executive Producers
Steve Cohen, Nina Fialkow, Paula Froehle, Meredith Kaulfers, Camille Pajot, Julie Pugeat

Producers
Marc Azoulay, Sara Bernstein, Dallas Brennan Rexer, Justin Wilkes

Director
J R

Editor
Keiko Deguchi
BEST DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

The Rescue
National Geographic

Executive Producers
Anna Barnes, Carolyn Bernstein, Santipong Changpuak, Ryan Harrington, Michael Lesslie, Kevin MacDonald, Thanet Natisri, Andrew Ruhemann, Marie Savare

Producers
John Battsek, Jimmy Chin, Bob Eisenhardt, Ace, P.J. Van Sandwijk, Elizabeth Chai Vasarhelyi

Supervising Producer Callie Barlow

Co-Producer
Chloe Mamelok

Line Producers
Jennie Amias, Michelle Upton

Associate Producer
Claudia Phaa Rowe

Directors
Jimmy Chin, Elizabeth Chai Vasarhelyi

Editor
Bob Eisenhardt, ACE

Co-Editor
Sam Rice-Edwards

Cinematographers
David Katzenelson, Ian Seabrook, Picha Srisansanee

OUTSTANDING NEWS PROGRAM IN SPANISH

Al Punto
Univision

Executive Producers
Daniel Coronell, Leopoldo Gómez, María Martínez-Guzmán, Meaghan OConnor, David Romo, Gabriela Tristán

Producers
Andrés Echevarría, Reyna Figueroa, Jaime Maldonado, Elisa Menéndez, Rosa Mosqueira, Claudia Rondón, Johanna Usma

Host
Jorge Ramos

Directors
Norbey Burbano, Christopher López, Alexander Madán

Editors
Riam Gonzalez-Abreu, Carlos Leal

Writers
Susana Mickle, Daniel Morcate

Camerapersons
Guadalupe Álvarez, Javier Rubiano, Andrés Sánchez
OUTSTANDING NEWS PROGRAM IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Aquí y Ahora

Executive Producers
Leopoldo Gómez, Jairo Marín

Producers
Johanna Usma, Miguel Ángel Vega

Coordinating Producer
Jeannette Casal

Associate Producers
Elide Caballero, Erick Lappin, Ailyn Naranjo

Anchors
Ilia Calderón, Patricia Janiot, Teresa Rodríguez
Andrés Sánchez, Félix Vásquez

Correspondents
Juan Carlos Aguiar, Yezid Baquero, Carmen Escobosa, Tifani Roberts, Andrea Sambuccetti, Angie Sandoval

Editors
Pepe Álvarez, Jose Enrique Álvarez, Lorena Azcoitia, Milton Caballero, Héctor Gómez López, Alfredo León, Danis Sosa

Camerapersons
Pepe Álvarez, Jose Enrique Álvarez, Jorge Ávalos, Jorge Ávalos, Milton Caballero, Kelvin Charles, Juan Carlos Guzmán, Óscar Peralta, Jorge Ramírez, Nathan Rogers,

Noticias Telemundo en la Noche

Executive Producers
Luis Fernandez, Gemma García, Leticia Herrera, Patsy Loris

Managing Editor
Israel Ruiz

Producers
Claudia Andrade, Alejandra Arteaga, Ana Ávila, Patricia Benavides, Dairys Bermudez, Jeronimo Boza, Lilian Caballero, Patricia Cabrera, Karen Carranza,
Iris Castro, José Corado, Ivan Cruz, Ramiro Dall’agnese, Martha Delgado, Adrian Fernandez, Adriana Forero, Raúl Gutierrez, Osvaldo Hernandez, Enma Iglesias, Jeffrey Liebman, Eva Luna, Roberto Mardini, Carmen Montiel, Diane Morales, Manuel Morales, Manuel Morales, María Fabiola Ortiz, Vanessa Pombo, Carlos Rivero, Diana Rodriguez, Santiago Rompotis, Alejandra Rondon, Elisa Ross, Augusta Silva-Claro, Carlos Suarez-Murias, Ricardo Valdes, Elizabeth Valdes, Brenna Verner, David Vila, David Vila

Associate Producer
Maria Alejandra Salas

Anchors
Vanessa Hauc, Rebeka Smyth, Julio Vaqueiro

Correspondents
Angie Álvarez, Karla Amezola, Samuel Arias, Liliana Choy, Jenny Corado, Francisco Cuevas, Francisco Fajardo, Daniel Garrido, Lourdes Hurtado, Cristina Londoño, Rogelio Mora-tagle, Edgar Muñoz, María Paula Ochoa, Issa Osorio, Rubén Pereida, Sulema Salazar, Victor Silva, Raúl Torres, María Vargas-Pion, Javier Vega
OUTSTANDING NEWS PROGRAM IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Noticias Telemundo en la Noche Continued

Directors
José Corzo, John Moore, Abdel Morales, Gilberto Rivera, Eduardo Suarez

Head of Editors
Israel Ruiz

Editors
Orlando Bazaka, Yuri Delgado, Iosmay Diaz Bellver, Jesus Esser, Alfredo Gonzalez Salas, Mariano Luczkow, Isneldi Martinez, Luis Mota, Marcelo Nieto, Hansel Ramos Perez, Roberto Rivadeneira, Adrian Valdes

Head Writer
Juan Scatena

Writers
Ricardo Gutierrez, Helen Hernandez Hormilla, Nora James

Camerapersons
Juan Manuel Baez, William Cortes, Jose Cosme, Erick Duran, Fernando Espadin, Samuel Hernandez, Edwing Lopez Reyes, Hugo Luna, Juventino Mata, Hector Orendain, Diego Perez, Edwin Ramirez, Jose Rico, Elies Salas

Noticiero Telemundo

Executive Producers
Luis Fernandez, Gemma Garcia, Patsy Loris

Producers

Associate Producer
Patricia Cabrera

Anchors
José Diaz-Balart, Vanessa Hauc, Julio Vaqueiro

Correspondents
Angie Alvarez, Karla Amezola, Samuel Arias, Damia Bonmatí, Liliana Choy, Juan Cooper, Jenny Corado, Francisco Cuevas, Francisco Fajardo, Erika Flores, Carolina Flórez-Coy, Daniel Garrido, Lourdes Hurtado, Cristina Londoño, Rogelio Mora-Tagle, Edgar Munoz, Maria Paula Ochoa, Issa Osorio, Rubén Pereida, Sulema Salazar, Raúl Torres, Javier Vega

Camerapersons
Juan Manuel Baez, William Cortes, Jose Cosme, Erick Duran, Fernando Espadin, Mauricio Gutierrez, Samuel Hernandez, Óscar Lagos, Edwing Lopez Reyes, Hugo Luna, Juventino Mata, Hector Orendain, Diego Perez, Edwin Ramirez, Jose Rico, Ramfis Rodriguez, Elies Salas
OUTSTANDING NEWS PROGRAM IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Noticiero Telemundo Continued]

Directors
José Corzo, John Moore, Abdel Morales, Gilberto Rivera, Eduardo Suarez

Head of Editors
Israel Ruiz

Editors
Orlando Bazaka, Yuri Delgado, Iosmay Díaz Bellver, Jesus Esser, Roberto Fuentes, Alfredo Gonzalez Salas, Mariano Luczkow, Isneldi Martínez, Luis Mota, Marcelo Nieto, Hansel Ramos Perez, Roberto Rivadeneira, Adrian Valdes

Head Writer
Juan Scatena

Writers
Helen Hernández Hormilla, Nora James

Noticiero Univision

Executive Producers
Daniel Coronell, Elizabeth Cotte, Leopoldo Gómez, María Martínez-Guzmán , Arianna Requena, David Romo, Lourdes Torres, Gabriela Tristán

Producers
Gianny Aponte , Evelyn Baker, Jerónimo Boza, Juan Chacoff, Carlos Díaz Warns, Deborah Durham, Andrés Echevarría, Valeria González, Romina León, Jaime Maldonado, Malena Marchán, Isaac Martínez, Carlos Martínez, Guillermo Martínez, Ivenneth Padilla , Alejandra Pérez, Roberto Pons, Mónica Romero, Fernanda Valdivia, Caroline Vázquez, Anuar Zidan

Associate Producers
Jenelle Deliz, Yannah Monasterios, Alejandro Pelayo, Carlos Pinilla, Karina Suárez

Anchors
Ilia Calderón, María Antonietta Collins, Félix De Bedout, Patricia Janiot, Jorge Ramos, Paulina Sodi

Correspondents
Galo Arellano, Viviana Ávila, Peggy Carranza, Dulce Castellanos, Francisco Cobos, Lourdes Del Río, Liliana Escalante, Jorge Fregoso, Fabiola Galindo, Jaime García, Pablo Gato, Paulina Gómez-Wulschner, Juan Carlos González, María Rosa Lucchini, Alejandro Madrigal, Luis Megid, Edwin Pitti, Juan Rivera, Danay Rivero, Janet Rodríguez, Pedro Rojas, Vilma Tarazona, Claudia Uceda, Pedro Ultreras, Blanca Rosa Vílchez, Jésica Zermeño

Directors
Norbey Bueno, Norbey Burbano, María Centeno, Ken Díaz, Catherine Díaz, Bryan Escudero, Alejandra Hassan, Leonardo Javier Hernández, John Pérez, Carlos Restrepo, Jesette Vichot

Editors
Francesca Alesse, Eduardo Álvarez Bosch, Carlos Báez, Alejandro Canizárez, Luis Canola, Ulises Castillo, Manuel Chávez, Sergio Cuervo, Armando Díaz, Santiago Dobles, Ruben Dure, Andrew Feher, Fernando Gil, Jose González, Rian González, Jonathan Hernández, Alex Lois, Daray Lugo, Javier Maldonado, Dickson Manrique, Kevin Marín, Roberto Martínez, Saúl Martínez, Francisco Novell, Kevin Padilla , Andrew Peña, María Piñón, Rafael Ríos, Gisela Sáez, Óscar Sepúlveda, Javier Sosa, Shirley Venegas
OUTSTANDING NEWS PROGRAM IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Noticiero Univision Continued

Camerapersons
Oniel Abreu, Ernesto Chacón, Jaime Chamie, Alejandro Espinoza, Javier León, Juan Medina, Rayner Montero, José Carlos Ortega, Adafer Pitre, Francisco Sánchez

Writers
Francisco Arbolí, Eduardo Calderón, Susana Mickle, Daniel Morcate, Rodolfo Pérez, Eduardo Román, Roberto Uría

OUTSTANDING JOURNALIST IN SPANISH LANGUAGE MEDIA

Ilia Calderón  Univision
Vanessa Huac  Telemundo
Cristina Londoño  Telemundo
Jorge Ramos  Univision
Teresa Rodríguez  Univision

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A BREAKING NEWS STORY IN SPANISH

Aquí y Ahora  Univision
Crisis en Texas

Executive Producer
Jairo Marín

Coordinating Producer
Jeannette Casal

Producers
Evelyn Baker, Adry Rodriguez,

Associate Producers
Erick Lappin, Ailyn Naranjo

Anchors
Ilia Calderón, Patricia Janiot, Teresa Rodríguez

Correspondents
Juan Carlos Aguiar, Francisco Cobos, Pedro Rojas, Carolina Rosario

Editors
Héctor Gomez López, Alfredo León, Danis Sosa

Camerapersons
Gilbert García, Enrique Miranda, Jordan Sánchez
OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A BREAKING NEWS STORY IN SPANISH CONTINUED

España: volcán en erupción

Executive Producers
Michael Bodenhorst, Benjamin Fernandez, Cathy Reyes, Yolanda Zugasti

Producers
Marcela Andrade, Henry Añez, Luis Carlos Rodríguez, Sheila Colon, Charmiant Corado, Iban De Migue, Sarimar Hernández, Cludia Ivette Canas, Patricia Kaplan, Ingrid Luquetta, Rafael Matos, Agustín Millic, Rebeca Perez Arocho, María Romero, Samuel Santamaria, Juan Toro, Julián Zamora

Planning Producers
Angels Font, Chuchi Garcia, Carolina Melo, Gabi Plana, Adriana Sornes, Luis Yepes

Associate Producers
Mei-Ling Mijares, Sergio Sacristan, María Becerra, María Cepeda, Ariel Cipolla, Clemente Durán-Ballén, Sofía Espina, Jorge Mercado, Laura Olivieri-Robles, Ana Parra, Vanessa Serna, Diego Tabres

Anchors
Carmen Aristegui, María Aejandra Requena, Nuria Am, Juan Carlos López, Fernando Del Rincón, Camilo Egaña, Gabriela Frías, Nacho Gíron, Mario González, Marcelo Longobardi, Ione Molinares, Jennifer Montoya, Alejandra Oraa, Juan Pablo Varisky, Rafael Romo

Correspondent
Pau Mosquera

Directors
Alberto Perez, Lizauro Rivera-Brown, Luis Carlos Gomez, Juan Carlos Martinez, David Carrillo, Alejandro Demetrius, Rick Hernandez, Andrea Himede, Wilian Leiva, Leandro Obregon, Andres Ovalle, Julián Quijano

Photojournalists
Jorge Alonso, Humberto Camacho, James Cartledge, Xabier Climent Belda, Fernando Nariznis, William Pamblanco

Head Writer
Carolina Casares

Writers
Xiomara Ballesteros, Brenda Covarrubias, Luis Arce, Mariana Coccaro, Karen Esquivel, Andrea Fernández, Yngrid Fuentes, Pablo Iacub, Juan Ignacio Tejedor, Jennifer Landwehr, Federico Leiva, Gamaliel Luna, Israel MacEdo, José Roberto Cisneros, Henry Torres, Marina Vanni, Cynthia Zamora
Insurrección en el Capitolio  

Executive Producers  
Michael Bodenhorst, Mari Torres, Yolanda Zugasti  

Senior Producers  
Marcela Andrade, Ingrid Luquetta  

Director of Coverage  
Robert Lenz  

Lemos, Ana Melgar, Patricia Mendez, Amos Rosario-Torres, Marlon Sorto, Gustavo Villalonga  

Producers  
Henry Añez, Eduardo Aragón, Chuchi Arocha-García, Luis Carlos Rodríguez, Iban De Miguel, José Diaz, Edwin Giraldo, Gay Guerrero, Fidel Gutierrez, Federico Jofre, Patricia Kaplan, Rafael Matos, Agustín Millic, Isabel Morales, Samuel Santamaría, Juan Toro, Julián Zamora  

Cannaviccio, Tahiz Malu, Fernando Nariznis, William Pamblanco, Jason Renaldy  

Planning Producers  
Adriana Sornes, Carolina Melo, Gabi Plana, Luis Yepes  

Associate Producers  
Clemente Durán-Ballén, María Fernanda Becerra, María Fernanda Cepeda, Belem Glower, Paz Gonzalez, Mei-Ling Mijares, Sergio Sacristán, Diego Tabares, Julia Vargas  

Anchors  
Maria Alejandra Requena, Camilo Egaña, Juan Carlos López, Rafael Romo  

Correspondents  
Gonzalo Alvarado, Miguel Angel Antonanzas, Ione Molinares, María Santana, Yilber Vega  

Directors  
Andrea Himede, Andres Ovalle, Alberto Perez, Julian Quijano, Lizaura Rivera  

Editors  
Teofilo Chacin-Guzman, Carlos Christen, William Hernandez, Javier Jimenez, Kiarinna Parisi, Raoul Alfonso, Abel Alvarado, Eddie Cortes, Ana Cucalón, Jaime Diaz, Juliana Gonzalez, Gerardo  

Photojournalists  
James Cartledge, Xabier Climent Belda, Adolfo Ibarra, Jon O' Bierne, Jorge Alonso, Davide  

Head Writer  
Carolina Casares  

Writers  
Edwin Giraldo, Pablo Iacub, Federico Leiva, israel MacEdo, Alfredo Meza, Verónica Pages, Henry Torres
OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A BREAKING NEWS STORY IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Noticiero Telemundo
Enero 6- Asalto a la Democracia

Executive Producers
Luis Fernandez, Gemma García, Leticia Herrera, Patsy Loris
Managing Editor
Israel Ruiz
Producers
Claudia Andrade, Dairys Bermudez, Jeronimo Boza, Iris Castro, Glenda Contreras, Ivan Cruz, Adriana Espadas, Raul Gutierrez, Jeffrey Liebman, Lori Montenegro, Diane Morales, Vanessa Pombo, Fernando Ramírez, Luis Sequera, Augusta Silva-Claro, Elizabeth Valdes
Anchors
José Diaz-balart, Julio Vaqueiro
Correspondents
Diego Arias, Cristina Londoño, Rogelio Mora-Tagle, Rubén Pereida, Sulema Salazar, Javier Vega
Directors
José Corzo, John Moore, Abdel Morales, Gilberto Rivera, Eduardo Suarez
Editors
Iosmay Diaz Bellver, Jesus Esser, Roberto Fuentes, Isneldi Martinez, Luis Mota, Roberto Rivadeneira, Adrian Valdes
Camerapersons
Mario Carrasco, Edwing López Reyes, Milton Verdugo

Noticiero Univision
Desafío a la democracia

Executive Producers
Daniel Coronell, Elizabeth Cotte, Maria Martinez-Guzman, David Romo, Lourdes Torres, Gabriela Tristan
Producers
Gianny Aponte, Daniella Aray, Evelyn Baker, Lucia Burga, Juan Chacoff, Carlos Diaz Warns, Deborah Durham, Valeria Gonzalez, Enrique Grossmann Lauria, Yvanna Jijena, Romina Leon, Laura MacHuca, Malena Marchan, Carlos Martinez, Guillermo Martinez, Iveneth Padilla, Alejandra Perez, Roberto Pons, Arianna Requena, Monica Romero, Lorena Taboas, Fernanda Valdivia, Caroline Vazquez - Bou
Associate Producers
Jenelle Deliz, Alejandro Pelayo, Carlos Pinilla, Karina Suarez
Anchors
Ilia Calderon, Felix De Bedout, Patricia Janiot, Arantxa Loizaga, Satcha Prettto, Jorge Ramos, Carolina Sarassa
Correspondents
Galo Arellano, Aylen Del Toro, Pablo Gato, Andrea León, Edwin Pitti, Claudia Uceda
Directors
Bryan Escudero, Alejandra Hassan, Leonardo Javier Hernandez, Alexander Madan, John Perez, Carlos Restrepo, Jesette Vichot
OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A BREAKING NEWS STORY IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Noticiero Univision: Desafío a la democracia Continued

Editors
Carlos Acosta, Eduardo Álvarez Bosch, Luis Canola, Bryan Cárdenas, Roberto Couto, Armando Díaz, Carlos García, Fernando Gil, Alfredo León, Alexander Lois, Daray Lugo, Javier Maldonado, Kevin Marín, Oliver Mendoza, Francisco Novell, Andrew Peña, María Piñon, Gisela Saez, Nelson Santos, Javier Sosa, Santiago Suárez, Shirley Venegas

Camerapersons
Santiago Bescansa-Santisteban, Claudio Cartei, Sergio Cuervo, Alejandro Espinoza, Emilio Hernandez Orellana, Javier León, Reyner Montero, Julio Moreno, Roberto Olivera, José Carlos Ortega, Gerardo Pinzon

Head Writer
Daniel Morcate

Writers
Francisco Javier Arboli, Eduardo Calderon, Leopoldo García, Susana Mickle, Sasha Silverman, Roberto Uria, Richard Vasquez

OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM IN SPANISH

Aquí y Ahora
Guerra del Agua

Univision

Executive Producer
Jairo Marín

Coordinating Producer
Jeannette Casal

Associate Producer
Ailyn Naranjo

Anchors
Ilia Calderón, Patricia Janiot, Teresa Rodríguez

Correspondent
Angie Sandoval

Editors
Héctor Gómez López, Danis Sosa
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Aquí y Ahora/Univision Investiga
La oscura luz del mundo

Executive Producers
Daniel Coronell, Jairo Marín, María Martínez-Guzmán

Executive Producer / Producer
Margarita Rabín

Producers
Jeannette Casal, Ivo Dovale, Yoandy Hernández, Enrique Miranda, Vivian Miranda, Ailyn Naranjo, Peniley Ramírez, Paula Rosado

Associate Producers
Armando Díaz, Elizabeth Soria

Anchors
Ilia Calderón, Patricia Janiot, Teresa Rodríguez

Correspondents
Isaías Alvarado, Ahtziri Cárdenas, Peniley Ramírez, Gerardo Reyes

Director
Gerardo Reyes

Editors
Roberto Couto, Rafael García, Héctor Gómez López, Patricio Mateluna, Gisela Sáez

Camerapersons
Javier Alfaro Carrillo, Guadalupe Álvarez, Rafael García, Juan Carlos Guzmán, Patricio Mateluna, Maria Piñón, Jorge Ramírez, David Valencia

Noticiero Telemundo
Así son las cocinas de los narcos

Correspondent
Aldo Meza

Editor
Fernando Ramírez

Cameraman
Erick Durán
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Noticiero Telemundo Coyotes

Executive Producer
Elena Gonzalez

Producers
Jenny Corado, Belisa Morillo

Correspondents
Juan Cooper, Aldo Meza

Editors
Jesus Esser, Fernando Ramirez

Cameramen
Julio Vasquez, Jose Corado, Alfredo Peñas, Amaru Perez, Arturo Vasquez, Eduardo Vilchez

Noticiero Telemundo Secuestrados

Executive Producer
Elena Gonzalez

Producer
Belisa Morillo

Correspondents
Damià Bonmatí, Juan Cooper, Aldo Meza

Editors
Jesus Esser, Fernando Ramirez

Cameramen
Rick Stone, Erick Duran, Caleb Olvera, Miguel Ruiz, Osvaldo Samaniego
OUTSTANDING FEATURE STORY IN SPANISH

Aquí y Ahora/Univision Investiga
Carne de cañón

Executive Producers
Daniel Coronell, José Ángel Gonzalo García De León, Jairo Marín, María Martínez-Guzmán

Executive Producer / Producer
Margarita Rabín

Producers
Jeannette Casal, Ailyn Naranjo, Margarita Rabin, Peniley Ramírez, Ernesto Rivas, Jorge Ernesto Rivas Meléndez

Associate Producer
Armando Díaz

Anchors
Ilia Calderón, Patricia Janiot, Teresa Rodríguez

Correspondents
Gerardo Reyes, Ernesto Rivas

Director
Gerardo Reyes

Editors
Héctor Gómez López, Gisela Sáez

Camerapersons
Inocencio Alvarez, José Israel Martínez Navarro, Maria Pinon, Ernesto Rivas

Noticiero Telemundo
Galápagos una ventana hacia el future

Executive Producer
Gemma García

Producer
Augusta Silva

Anchor
Vanessa Hauc

Cameraperson
Óscar Lagos

Editors
Robert Fuentes, Adrian Valdes
OUTSTANDING FEATURE STORY IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Op-Docs
57 Days

Executive Producer
Adam Ellick
Co-Executive Producer
Lindsay Crouse
Senior Commissioning Producer
Christine Kecher
Producer
Hernán Zin
Associate Producers
Yvonne Ashley Kouadjo, Ana Pincus
Supervising Editor
Andrew Blackwell
Directors
Laura Brasero, Mario Lumbreras
Editor
Laura Brasero

Op-Docs
The Death Cleaner

Executive Producer
Adam Ellick
Senior Series Producer
Lindsay Crouse
Supervising Editors
Andrew Blackwell, Regina Sobel
Producers
Hélène Badinter, Lara Orsoni
Associate Producers
Jules David, Yvonne Ashley Kouadjo
Director / Cinematographer
Louise Monlaü
Editor
Julien Demond

The New York Times
OUTSTANDING FEATURE STORY IN SPANISH CONTINUED

Univision News Digital

La lucha de mujeres negras e hispanas contra la amenaza del desalojo

Executive Producer
Federica Narancio Genesi

Producers
Ana Elena Azpúrua, Federica Narancio Genesi, Andrea Patiño Contreras, Jessica Weiss

Editors
Ana Elena Azpúrua, Andrea Patiño Contreras, Patricia Vélez, Jessica Weiss

Cinematographers
Federica Narancio Genesi, Fernando Rocha, Ray Whitehouse

VICE News Tonight

Después de la tormenta

Executive Producers
Nikki Egan, Craig Thomson, Shane Smith, Maral Usefi

Producer
David Mora

Associate Producer
Josué Decavele, Emily Green

Producer / Director of Photography
Jika Gonzalez

Director of Photography
Daniel Vergara

Camera Operators
Guillermo Alvarez, Monica Wise

Editors
Jeb Banegas, Jose Flores

OUTSTANDING INTERACTIVE MEDIA

Alchemy Immersive

David Attenborough's First Life

Executive Producers
Eric Cheng, Jonathan Gleit

Producer
Anthony Geffen

Directors
Matthew Baker-Jones, Elliot Graves

Meta Quest
OUTSTANDING INTERACTIVE MEDIA CONTINUED

Alchemy Immersive
Kingdom of Plants with David Attenborough

Executive Producers
Eric Cheng, Anthony Geffen, Jonathan Gleit
Producer
Lou Doye
Supervising Producer
Elliot Graves
Director
Iona McEwan

CNN Visuals
Assault on Democracy: Paths to the Insurrection

Executive Producer
Patricia Dicarlo
Senior Producers
Nelli Black, Scott Bronstein, Curt Devine, Sean O'Key, Jacque Smith
Producers
Audrey Ash, Alicia Johnson, Kenneth Uzquiano
Associate Producers
Yahya Abou-ghazala, Benjamin Naughton
Correspondent
Drew Griffin
Reporters
Marshall Cohen, Katelyn Polantz, Hannah Rabinowitz
Senior Editor
Samira Jafari
Editors
MacKenzie Happe, Madeleine Stix
Photojournalists
John Anglim, Stuart Clark, Wayne Cross, Styke Dimas, Andrew E. Smith, Ty Nguyen, Amanda Swinhart, Chris Turner
Senior Writers
Scott Glover, Rob Kuznia
Writers
Majlie De Puy Kamp, Casey Tolan
OUTSTANDING INTERACTIVE MEDIA CONTINUED

The New York Times Opinion Video
Postcards from a World on Fire

Executive Producer
Kathleen Kingsbury

Senior Producers
Meeta Agrawal, Frank Augugliaro, Kate Elazegui, Rubina Fillon, Jonah Kessel, Max Strasser, Alicia Wittmeyer

Managing Editors
Gita Daneshjoo, Jose Fidelino, Amy Pereira

Producers
Ana Becker, Isaac Jones, Nathaniel Lash, Jessia Ma, Shoshana Schultz, Yaryna Serkez, Ari Shapiro, Gus Wezerek

Associate Producer
Emily Holzknecht

Reporters
Lulu Garcia-Navarro, Lora Kelly

Writers
Alex Kingsbury, Madeleine Kruhly

Reeducated

Executive Producers
Soo-Jeong Kang, Monica Racic

Director/Producer/Story Editor
Sam Wolson

Reporter/Producer/Story Editor
Ben Mauk

Producers
Matt Huynh, Nicholas Rubin

Senior Editor
Brian Redondo

Lead Animator and Technical Supervisor
Nicholas Rubin

Sound Designer/Composer
Jon Bernson

The New Yorker
OUTSTANDING INTERACTIVE MEDIA: INNOVATION

FRONTLINE and Ado Ato Pictures

Un(re)solved

Executive Producers
Raney Aronson-Rath, Dawn Porter

Managing Editor
Andrew Metz

Senior Producers
Carla Borrás, Caitlin Bowser, Katie Brook

Producers
Riyad Alnwili, Dan Collison, Jo Corona, Michelle Mizner, Collyn Stephens, Marcela Stolzmann, Mia Warren, John White

Creative Director and Producer
Tamara Shogaolu

Reporters
Ko Bragg, Zazil Davis-Vazquez, James Edwards, Ben Greenberg, Shantal Riley, Zoe Todd, Luigi Villanueva, Katie Worth, Lea Zilkmund

Developers
Anthony Delorenzo, Vitaliy Malishchuk, Dennis Pavlov

Designers
Reza Behjat, Dan Nolan, Chika Shimizu

Senior Editors
Sarah Childress, Von Diaz, Michael Garofalo, Kerrie Hillman, Emily Hsiao, Lauren Prestileo

Goliath: Playing with Reality

Executive Producers
Rebecca Frankel, Kirsty Jennings, Mark Ordesky, Yelena Rachitsky, Liz Rosenthal

Executive Editor
Amy Seidenwurm

Lead Producer
Anetta Jones

Co-Producers
Avi Amar, Katayoun Dibamehr

Lead Developer
Michael Golembewski

Director
Barry Gene Murphy

Co-Director/Writer/Executive Producer
May Abdallah

Writer
Oliver Bancroft
Inaccessible Cities

**Executive Producer**
Zahra Rasool

**Senior Producer**
Viktorija Mickute

**Reporters**
Asmita Bakshi, Sarah Kim, Kelechukwu Ogu

**Editors**
Maria Fernanda Lauret, Fred Ritchin

**Photojournalists**
Ebunoluwa Akinbo, Omorogie Osakpolor, Kanishka Sonthalia, Alexey Yurenev

POV

The Changing Same: American Pilgrimage

**Executive Producers**
Diana Barrett, Sheila Leddy, Opeyemi Olukemi

**Co-Executive Producers**
James George, Alexander Porter

**Producers / Directors**
Joe Brewster, Yasmin Elayat, Michèle Stephenson

**Writers**
Joe Brewster, Michèle Stephenson

What the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre Destroyed

**Executive Producers**
Haeyoun Park, Jamie Stockwell

**Producers**
Troy Griggs, Mika Gröndahl, Yuliya Parshina-Kottas, Anjali Singhvi, Tim Wallace, Jeremy White, Josh Williams

**Reporter**
Audra Burch

**Editor**
Destinée-Charisse Royal
OUTSTANDING WRITING: NEWS

20/20
Escape from a House of Horror
Writer
Diane Sawyer

60 Minutes
9/11: The FDNY
Writers
Maria Gavrilovic, Scott Pelley

60 Minutes
Handcuffed to the Truth
Writers
Scott Pelley, Nicole Young

ABC News Live Prime
Soul of a Nation: Tulsa's Buried Truth
Writer
Steve Osunsami

Return of the Taliban: A VICE News Special Report
Supervising Writer
Neda Toloui-Semnani
Writers
Belle Cushing, Adam Desiderio, Amel Guettatfi, Hind Hassan, Hendrik Hinzel,
Madeleine May, Stacey Nagglar, Amanda Pisetzner, Jesse Seidman, Ben Solomon, Ani Ucar, Seb Walker, Gregory Wright, Isobel Yeung
OUTSTANDING RESEARCH: NEWS

20/20

Nowhere to Run: The Ahmaud Arbery Story

Researchers
Jaz Garner, Sabina Ghebremedhin, Caitlyn Goodhue, Alison Lynn, Marcus Mewborn, Maytal Mizrahi, Maryellen Resendez-Schwisow, Tami Sheheri, Catherine Sullivan

Ethiopia: Exposing the Hallmarks of a Genocide

Researchers
Barbara Arvanitidis, Nima Elbagir, Bethlehem Feleke, Eliza MacIntosh, Gianluca Mezziofiore, Katie Polglase

The New York Times Presents

Move Fast & Vape Things

Researchers
Julie Creswell, Sheila Kaplan, John Pappas, Salwa Shameem

Vice News

The Shockwave

Researchers
Lama Al-Arian, Paula Neudorf, Jawad Rizkallah, Lindsay Schneider

VICE News Tonight

Handle With Care: Investigating the For-Profit Foster Care System

Researchers
Lucien Georgeson, Alice Hines, Lena Jakobsson, Omar Kasrawi, Scott Mulligan, Agnes Walton, Rialda Zukic

OUTSTANDING DIRECTION: NEWS

20/20

911 Babies: Twenty Years Later

Director
Michaela Dowd

ABC News Soul of a Nation

Director
James Adolphus
OUTSTANDING DIRECTION: NEWS CONTINUED

ABC News Soul of a Nation
Juneteenth: Together We Triumph

Director
Tine Fields

The 15th Annual CNN Heroes All-Star Tribute

Director
Brett Kelly

January 6th

Director
Reza Baktar

OUTSTANDING VIDEO JOURNALISM: NEWS

60 Minutes
The Green River Drift

Director of Photography
Don Lee, Ben McCoy

Return of the Taliban: A VICE News Special Report Showtime

Directors of Photography
Daniel Bateman, Adam Desiderio, Ben Foley, Gelareh Kiazand, Javier Manzano, Tarek Turkey

Camerapersons
Joe Hill, Juan Carlos Quintero, Ben C. Solomon

Unlivable Oasis

Cinematographer
Mauricio Rodríguez Pons

VICE News Tonight
After the Flood

Camera Operators
Guillermo Alvarez, Monica Wise

Cinematographers
Jika Gonzalez, Daniel Vergara
OUTSTANDING VIDEO JOURNALISM: NEWS CONTINUED

VICE News Tonight
Inside the Battle for Jerusalem

Director of Photography
Daniel Bateman
Camerapersons
Ayman Abu Ramouz, Oren Rosenfeld
Camera Operator
Lama Al-Arian

OUTSTANDING EDITING: NEWS

20/20
ABC
George Floyd: A Man, A Moment, America Changed

Editors
Dave Abelson, Tom Behrens, Jeannine Brown, Gina Caruana, David Chmura, Nick Damiano, Joi De Leon, Janine Fецко, Andrew Hassell, Jamie Hogan, Luis Mendizabal, Kozo Okumura, Prichard Smith, Denny Thomas, Erik Zimmermann

Day of Rage: How Trump Supporters Took the U.S. Capitol
The New York Times

Editors
Dmitriy Khavin, Natalie Reneau

Return of the Taliban: A VICE News Special Report
Showtime

Editors
Patrick Mannion, Joe Matoske, Andrew Pattison, Ilaria Polsonetti, Paula Salhany

Unlivable Oasis
ProPublica, TIME, Truly CA, Univision Noticias

Editor
Mauricio Rodríguez Pons

Vice News
The Shockwave

Editor
Karim Lopez
OUTSTANDING GRAPHIC DESIGN AND ART DIRECTION: NEWS

ABC News Soul of a Nation
Graphic Open

Animators
Casey Drogin, Jane Wu
Art Director
Jane Wu
Designer
Doug Chang
Graphics Producer
Kristen Pritchett
Graphics Executive Producer
Carson Hood
Lead Designer
Dayday

CNN Digital
The Hippie Trail

Art Director
Ignacio Osorio Design
Animation
Agne Jurkenaite
Designers
Emma Beinish, Daisy Mella Roca

CNN Digital
QAnon Letter

Animations
Kelly Flynn, Melody Shih Senior Motion Designer Elisa Solinas
Creative Director
Paddy Driscoll
Designer
Melody Shih

The New York Times Opinion Video
Joe Did It. But How?

Animator
Tom McCarten
Art Director
Alexander Stockton
OUTSTANDING GRAPHIC DESIGN AND ART DIRECTION: NEWS CONTINUED

The Secret IRS Files

Animators
Kristyn Hume, Joe Singer, Sherene Strausberg Graphic Designer / Animator / Art Director / Illustrator
Mauricio Rodríquez Pons

Graphic Designer
Sherene Strausberg

VICE News Tonight

Pandemic Time

Design Director
Kazuyuki Ishii
Creative Director
Ana Simões
Senior Animator
Grace Shin

OUTSTANDING WRITING: DOCUMENTARY

9/11: One Day in America

Writers
Daniel Bogado, Caroline Marsden

HBO Documentary Films
The Forever Prisoner

Writer
Alex Gibney

Nature
The Elephant and the Termite

Writer
Mark Deeble

The Rescue

Writers
Jimmy Chin, Bob Eisenhardt, Ace, Elizabeth Chai Vasarhelyi
OUTSTANDING WRITING: DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

Trafficked with Mariana van Zeller
Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs

Writer
Jeff Plunkett

Trafficked with Mariana van Zeller
Romance Scams

Writers
Tommy Nguyen, Jeff Plunkett

OUTSTANDING RESEARCH: DOCUMENTARY

9/11: I Was There
History Channel

Researchers
Karen Edwards, Harry Pick, Tricia Power, David Prichard, Judy Ruzylo, Greg Sanderson

9/11: One Day in America
National Geographic

Researchers
Daniel Bogado, Caroline Marsden, Charlotte Salkind, Ella Wright

HBO Documentary Films
HBO

Street Gang: How We Got to Sesame Street

Archive Producer
Rich Remsberg

Researchers
Trevor Crafts, Lisa Diamond, Ellen Scherer Crafts

Independent Lens
PBS

Cured

Researchers
Mridu Chandra, Lewanne Jones, Patrick Sammon, Bennett Singer

The Rescue
National Geographic

Researchers
Santipong Changpuak, Susan Johnson, Chloe Mamelok, Thanet Natisri, Claudia Phaa Rowe
OUTSTANDING DIRECTION: DOCUMENTARY

HBO Documentary Films
In the Same Breath

Director
Nanfu Wang

HBO Documentary Films
Simple As Water

Director
Megan Mylan

The First Wave

Director
Matthew Heineman

Misha and the Wolves

Director
Sam Hobkinson

The Rescue

Directors
Jimmy Chin, Elizabeth Chai Vasarhelyi

OUTSTANDING CINEMATOGRAPHY: DOCUMENTARY

Buried

Director of Photography
Jeff Hutchens

The First Wave

Cinematographers
Brian Dawson, Matthew Heineman, Ross McDonnell, Alex Pritz, Thorsten Thielow
OUTSTANDING CINEMATOGRAPHY: DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

Nature
The Elephant and the Termite
Cinematographer
Mark Deeble

Nature
Pumas: Legends of the Ice Mountains
Directors of Photography
Casey Anderson, Christiaan Munoz Salas
Cinematographers
John Ansotegui, Grant Brokensha, Ben Goertzen, Elijah Harris, Nicolas Lagos, Moris Munoz Salas, Christian Munoz-Donoso, Dom Oakes, Axel Peterson, César Santana

Puff: Wonders of the Reef
Director of Photography
Daniel Stoupin
Cinematographer
Pete West

The Reason I Jump
Director of Photography
Ruben Woodin Dechamps

OUTSTANDING EDITING: DOCUMENTARY

9/11: Inside the President’s War Room
Editors
Danny Collins, Mark Hammill

The First Wave
Editors
Francisco Bello, Ace, Matthew Heineman, Gabriel Rhodes, David Zieff
OUTSTANDING EDITING: DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

HBO Documentary Films
A Choice of Weapons: Inspired by Gordon Parks

Editors
Edgardo Cervano-soto, Richard Lowe

HBO Documentary Films
Four Hours at the Capitol

Editor
Will Grayburn

Vice News
Toxic Pigs of Fukushima

Editor
Ryo Ikekami

OUTSTANDING GRAPHIC DESIGN AND ART DIRECTION: DOCUMENTARY

Camp Confidential: America’s Secret Nazis

Creative Director
Peter Auld

Animation Executive Producer
Jocelyne Meinert

Animation Producer
Tysen Potter

Character Modeler
Liem Nguyen

Facial Animator
Dharmali Patel

Render Technician
Javier Castellanos

Compositor
Jordan Greenstein

Additional Compositing
Randy Knott
OUTSTANDING GRAPHIC DESIGN AND ART DIRECTION: DOCUMENTARY CONTINUED

CNN Films

Dreamland: The Burning of Black Wall Street

Creative Director
Salima Koroma

Creative Producers
Philip Byron, Stevenson Waite

Designer
James Thayer

Animator
Maximilien Blanc

Storyboards
David Saracino

Lead Character Designer
Daniel Amdemichael

Lead Environment Designers
Yann Benedi, Diego Freyre

Design

2D Lead Animator
Léonard Bismuth

2D Animation
Lauren Bednar, CJ Cook, Grégoire de Bernouis, Victoria de Millo Gregory, Louis Holmes, Jerry Jaimes, Sandy Lachkar, Maëva Le Fouillê, Meghan O’Brien

3D Animation
Brent Austin, Ryan Reid, Ian Ross, CJ Cook

Coded: The Hidden Love of J.C. Leyendecker

Additional Coloring
Anna Cangellaris

Animation Co-Producers
Eli Raskin, Cole Santiago

Color Design Compositing
Isabel Aspin, Brian Smee Animation

Director
Danny Madden

Lead Animator
Thomas Teraoka

Animator
Felice Wong
Coded: The Hidden Love of J.C. Leyendecker Continued

Designer
Matthew Freidell
Graphics Producer
Allie Dunning

Gossip

Animators
Steve Biggert, Eugene Hyun
Lead Creative
Matthew Brunson-cline
Motion Graphics Artists
Dimitri Luedemann, Emmanuel Rodriguez, Daniel Rutledge, Ivo Stoop
Motion Graphics Producer
Caitlin Tartraro
Visual Effects Artists
Soo Jung Rygielski, Luna Wei Visual Effects Supervisor Brian Douglass
Creative Director
Clarissa Donlevy
Designers
Antoni Sendra Barrachina, Lynn Cho

Vox

Missing Chapter

Animator
Ranjani Chakraborty, Brian Haimes, Francis Ryan, Taili Wu
Art Directors
Dion Lee, Jose Sendaydiego
Animators
Ranjani Chakraborty, Brian Haimes, Francis Ryan, Taili Wu
OUTSTANDING MUSIC COMPOSITION

9/11: One Day in America  National Geographic
Composer
David Schweitzer

Camp Confidential: America’s Secret Nazis  Netflix
Composers
Eduardo Aram, Antônio Pinto

The First Wave  National Geographic
Composers
Jon Batiste, H. Scott Salinas

The Real Charlie Chaplin  Showtime
Composer
Robert Honstein

The Reason I Jump  Netflix
Composer
Nainita Desai

Woman in Motion  Paramount+
Composer
Colin O'Malley
OUTSTANDING SOUND

9/11: I Was There
Sound Designer
Rowan Jennings

Fathom
Sound Designer
Nick Ryan
Spatial Sound Editor
Laurence Love Greed
Dialogue Editor
Glenn Eanes
Folie Artist
Bastien Benkhelil
Pre-mix Re-Recording Mixer
Ben Baird
Re-recording Mixer
Brad Engleking

The First Wave
Re-Recording Mixer
Tom Paul
Supervising Sound Editor / Re-Recording Mixer
Tristan Baylis
Sound Editors
Andres E. Marthe Gonzalez, Al Miyatake, Gregg Swiatlowski

Independent Lens
Mr. Soul!

Sound Editor
Andrey Netboy
Sound Mixers
Mark Mandler, CAS, John Zecca
Additional Re-Recording Mixer
Chris Koch, CAS
Supervising Sound Editor / Re-Recording Mixer
Benny Mouthon, CAS

History Channel
Apple TV+
National Geographic
PBS
OUTSTANDING SOUND CONTINUED

The Reason I Jump
Netflix

Sound Designer
Nick Ryan
Sound Mixer
Ben Baird
Sound Recordist
Sara De Oliveira Lima

Watch the Sound with Mark Ronson
Apple TV+

Sound Designers
Andre J.H. Zweers, Tim Nielsen
Audio Mixers
David Brill, Ethan Goldberger, Dennis Hamlin, Paul Parsons, Bradley Schirmer, Stephen Thorpe, Erik Whitestone, Nancy Y. Kwon, Mike Z. Morrell
Foley Artists
Ronni Brown, Jason Butler, Jana Vance
Foley Editor
Greg Peterson
Supervising Sound Editor / Re-Recording Mixer
Christopher Barnett

OUTSTANDING LIGHTING DIRECTION AND SCENIC DESIGN

3A Studio Build
MSNBC

Creative Lead
Marc Greenstein
Lighting Designer
Gerald Schultz
Production Designers
Corey Atwood, Trevor Bascomb, Christine Dewitte, Ben Jacobson, Ilya Livshits, Tom Petershack, Margot Silver
Scenic Designers
Emmett Aiello, Erik Ulfers Senior
Lighting Director
Jeff Taylor

9/11: One Day in America
National Geographic

Director of Photography
Duane McClunie
OUTSTANDING LIGHTING DIRECTION AND SCENIC DESIGN CONTINUED

ABC News Soul of a Nation                        ABC
Andra Day Performance

Scenic Designer
Chad Phillips

CNN Films                                          CNN
The Lost Sons

Directors of Photography
Giulio Biccari, Tim Cragg, Tim Cragg, Neil Harvey, Jean Louis Schuller, Isaac Mead-Long

Procession                                         Netflix

Director of Photography
Robert Kolodny
Lighting Director
David Williamson

OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT

48 Hours & CBS News                                CBS
The Queen Carries On: A Gayle King Special

Technical Team
Marcus Balsam, Jake Day, Robert Durso, Adam Goldfried, Dylan Gordon, Mario Marino, Michael McHugh, Gregory F. McLaughlin, Juliana Schuyler, Nick Stevenson, Michael Vele

ABC News Live                                      ABC
Mission to Mars, Live!

Technical Director
Mike Kavanaugh

Technical Supervisors
Lisa Christon, Ronal Ellison, Brian O'Meara, Ramon Valez, Chuck Walker

Audio Engineers
Paul Falcone, Rafael Jiminez, Chris McIntire

Network Engineers
Chris Geerdes, Gary Parikian, Peter Sloan

Enhanced Lighting/Camera/Video
John Shanoski

Electronic Camera Persons
Robert Bellairs, Robert Feder, Dan Hart, Eric Johnson, Patrick Johnson, Chris Komives, Edgar Llamas, John Urcioli
OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT CONTINUED

CBS Mornings

Technical Directors
Mark Haffner, Fountain Jones, Jamie Marsicano, Steve Schnall

Technical Supervisors
Bill Anchelowitz, Naveed Aslam, Mike Bivona, Paul Cox, Frank Governale, Rick Jefferson, Ray Ortiz, Domonic Salvatore, Philip Selby, James Valvo, Anthony Vlakancic

Senior Maintenance Engineers
Sal Basilone, Jim Brizzolara, Jose Castro, Greg Cordone, Joe Grosso, George Klimscak, Kevin Murphy, Jay Patel

Video Engineers
Warren Armstrong, Tom Crocker, Alan Schatz, Kevin White, Glenn Zachar

Senior Audio Engineers
Michael Kratter, Dominic Maldari, Thom Patzner, Dave Ryan

Audio Engineers
Joseph Basile, Evita Mieles, David Morris, Mary Newbig, Nicholas Pancamo, Art Starr

Graphics Operators
Gabriel Almanzar, Scott Blass, Virginia Bosak, Greg Bracco, Kate Cheshire, Rachael Ford, Tim Hunter, Anthony King

Graphics IT
Rene Chan, Chris Donahue, Javier Fernandez, Chun Hu, Ahmed Lakhaney, Bryan Williams

Electronic Camera Persons
Maximilian Avans, Christopher Balogun, Jason Cullum, Jared Hanna, Jamal Harris, Lee McGuffy, Anthony Planes, Andy Robinson, Michael Schmehl, Clarke Smith, Claus Stuhlweissenburg

TODAY

Jenna Skydives Live with U.S. Army

Technical Team
Patti Armstrong, Dave Auerbach, Billy Chin, Barry Cruz, Kim Doughery, James Dugan
Jonas Einstein, Brian Gessner, Jim Green, Cate Gropper, Erik Haas, Doug Hamilton
Kylie Haoues, Gavin Hartman, Craig Hopkins, Jim Hughes, Josh Hunter, Brian Iacone
Ryan Kiernan, Evan Klupt, Adrian Kotiga, Erica Levens, Jay Lopez, Don Lynch
Jesse Maggio, Lee McKinney, Lee Miller, Steve Mitnick, Reid Murtaugh, JP Park,
Paul Rigney, Mike Ruiz, Andy Schritchfield
OUTSTANDING PROMOTIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT

9/11: One Day in America
National Geographic

EVP Creative
Chris Spencer
VP Creative
Tyler Korba
Design Director
Carla Daeninckx
Writer/ Producer
Daniela Delgado
Project Managers
Isabella Alonzo, Maricruz Merlo

Becoming Cousteau
Disney+

EVP Creative
Chris Spencer
VP Creative
Tyler Korba
VP Design
Brian Everett
Senior Writer/ Producer
Sarah Lavoie
Project Manager
Maricruz Merlo

The First Wave
National Geographic

EVP Creative
Chris Spencer
VP Design
Brian Everett
Senior Writer/ Producer
Chris Costa VP Creative Tyler Korba
Project Manager
Maricruz Merlo
OUTSTANDING PROMOTIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT CONTINUED

History of the Sitcom Campaign

Executive Creative Director, Viewpoint
Michael Middeleer

SVP, CNN Creative Marketing & Brand Standards, CNN Worldwide
Rick Lewchuk

Vice President & Group Creative Director, CNN Creative Marketing
Whit Friese

Chief Marketing Officer
Allison Gollust

Creative Director, CNN
Sean Houston

Marketing Director, CNN
Lara Hurst

Senior Writer/Producer, CNN
Jeff Mielcarz

Senior Designer, CNN
Brandon Campbell

Editor, CNN
Brian Simmons

Key Art Illustrator
Tom Richmond

Creative Director & Editor, Viewpoint Creative
David DiNisco

Executive Producer/General Manager, Viewpoint Creative
David Shilale

Editor/Compositor, Viewpoint Creative
Don Days

Producer, Viewpoint Creative
Penny Benatovich

Designer, Viewpoint Creative
James Coulson

Mix Engineer, Viewpoint Creative
Todd Hrinda

Executive Producer, Roger
Josh Libitsky

Head of Production, Roger
Anne Pendola

Director, Roger
Terence Lee

Producer, Roger
Shannon Bowen

Production Supervisor, Roger
Drew Baker
OUTSTANDING PROMOTIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT CONTINUED

History of the Sitcom Campaign Continued

Director of Photography, Roger
Ernesto Lomeli
Production Designer, Roger
Fabio Mascio

Trafficked with Mariana van Zeller
National Geographic

EVP Creative
Chris Spencer
VP Creative
Erin Newsome
VP Design
Brian Everett
Executive Writer/Producer
Nicole Strong
Project Manager
Maricruz Merlo

OUTSTANDING REGIONAL NEWS STORY: SPOT OR BREAKING NEWS

7 News at Six
WSVN-TV (Miami, FL)
Surfside Condo Collapse

Executive News Producer
Darcy Tannebaum
Producer
Mark Alcala
Reporters
Marisela Burgos, Sheldon Fox, Nicole Linsalata, Andrew Scheinthal, Franklin White
Anchor
Craig Stevens
Directors
Tammy Darling, Meg Kerwin
Photojournalists
Brad Friedkin, Andrew Reid, Donovan Robb
OUTSTANDING REGIONAL NEWS STORY: SPOT OR BREAKING NEWS CONTINUED

Battleground Salt Lake

Producer
Audrey Brandin

Reporters
Alex Cabrero, Matthew Gephardt, Mike Headrick, Shara Park

Anchor
Dan Rascon

Directors
Carson Brewerton, Lionel Weeks

Photojournalists
Jay Hancock, Stuart Johnson, Cody Neilson

Local 10 News
Condo Collapse - The 10:00 Hour

Producer
Richard Engelhardt

Reporters
Ben Kennedy, Andrew Perez, Roy Ramos

Anchor
Calvin Hughes

Director
Aleksandr Rozenshteyn

NBC 7 News At 11
Wildfire Triggers Evacuations

Executive Producer
Cameran Biltucci

Producer
David Yim

Reporter
Omari Fleming

Assignment Editor
Brian Holt

Photojournalist
Rayan Graham
OUTSTANDING REGIONAL NEWS STORY: SPOT OR BREAKING NEWS CONTINUED

WAVE 3 News
Louisville's First Weekend of Protests

Executive News Producers
Valerie Paxton, Carolyn Williams
Producer
Joshua Coffman
Reporters
Phylicia Ashley, Kaitlin Rust
Anchors
John Boel, Shannon Cogan
Director
Curtis Tate
Photojournalists
James Dobson, Steven Richard

WFAA at 10pm
Not Cancun...

Reporter
Jobin Panicker
Photojournalist
Joseph Huerta

OUTSTANDING REGIONAL NEWS STORY: INVESTIGATIVE REPORT

ABC15 News
Full Disclosure

Executive Producer
Shawn Martin
Senior Broadcast Producer
Lauren Wilson
Chief Investigative Reporter
Dave Biscobing
Photojournalists
Chad Lindstrom, Gerard Watson

WAVE 3 (Louisville, KY)
WFAA-TV (Dallas- Fort Worth, TX)
KNXV-TV (Phoenix, AZ)
OUTSTANDING REGIONAL NEWS STORY: INVESTIGATIVE REPORT CONTINUED

Believe Them  
WXIA-TV (Atlanta, GA)

News Director  
Jennifer Rigby

Photojournalist  
Luke Carter

CBS 2 Chicago 10pm  
WBBM-TV (Chicago, IL)

My Name Is Anjanette Young

Vice President and News Director  
Jeff Harris

Investigative Producers  
Samah Assad, Michele Youngerman

Investigative Reporter  
Dave Savini

Photojournalists  
Lana Hinshaw-klann, Lou Kleinberg, Michael Klingele, Reed Nolan, Alfredo Roman, Tim Viste  
Director of Content Tiffani Lupenski

FOX31  
KDVR-TV (Denver, CO)

Police, Paramedics, and Ketamine: What Happened to Elijah McClain

Producer  
Lori Jane Gliha

Photojournalists  
Isaias Medina, Noah Skinner

KARE 11 News  
KARE-TV (Minneapolis, MN)

KARE 11 Investigates: Cruel & Unusual

Executive Producer  
Steve Eckert

Investigative Producer  
Brandon Stahl

Investigative Reporter  
A.J. Lagoe

Photojournalists  
Gary Knox, Jason Steussy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Total Nominations</th>
<th>Show/Program</th>
<th>Nominations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC News &amp; Documentary Emmy® Awards</td>
<td></td>
<td>9/11 Babies: Twenty Years Later</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Escape from a House of Horror</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Life and Legacy of George Floyd</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>George Floyd: A Man, A Moment, America Changed</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nowhere to Run: The Ahmaud Arbery Story</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Something's Coming: West Side Story</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KARE-TV (Minneapolis, MN)</td>
<td>KARE 11 News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KARE 11 Investigates: Cruel &amp; Unusual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDVR-TV (Denver, CO)</td>
<td>FOX31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Police, Paramedics, and Ketamine: What Happened to Elijah McClain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNSD-TV (San Diego, CA)</td>
<td>NBC 7 News At 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wildfire Triggers Evacuations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNXV-TV (Phoenix, AZ)</td>
<td>ABC15 News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full Disclosure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSL 5-TV (Salt Lake City, UT)</td>
<td>Battleground Salt Lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPLG-TV (Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, FL)</td>
<td>Local 10 News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Condo Collapse - The 10:00 Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAVE 3 (Louisville, KY)</td>
<td>WAVE 3 News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louisville’s First Weekend of Protests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBBM-TV (Chicago, IL)</td>
<td>CBS 2 Chicago 10pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My Name Is Anjanette Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFAA-TV (Dallas – Fort Worth, TX)</td>
<td>WFAA at 10pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not Cancun...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSVN-TV (Miami, FL)</td>
<td>7 News at Six</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surfside Condo Collapse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>